


Be Truthful Your Words Mean Everything

Character is like a tree and reputation is like its shadow. The 
shadow is what we think of it ;the tree is the real thing

Lit tle Drops of Wtaer Make a Mighty Ocean

Formal education will make you a living , self education will make you a fortune.

Measure your emotions .You don’t need an atomic explosion for a minor point .

In the confrontation between the stream and the rock , the 
stream always wins -not through strength but by perseverance

Try not to become a man of success but rather try to become a man of value

Character is the basis of all Leadership
Discipline has within it the potential for 

creating future miracles.

Donot let circumstances influence your thoughts and moods.

Inculcating values
“It’s not just your success that defines you. Your values do too.”

Morning assemblies are an integral part of every JHPian’s daily routine. 
These assemblies are prepared with zeal by the students to share the 
magic of values. Morning assemblies help the students reflect upon 
the thoughts discussed and view the world through their point of view. 
Students are given a stage to express their views and also display their 
talents. The assemblies help every student shine in his or her own 
way and help every student to share their views with each other in an 
enjoyable manner.
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board

We present to you with 

immense pleasure and 

gratitude, the seventeenth  

issue of Jubilee Hills Public 

School’s In-house magazine 

“Hillside News”. This issue 

gives an insight into all the 

memorable events and 

celebrations of our journey as 

a part of this institution.

Education is an evolution.Values and ideas should evolve with time, 

otherwise it will not make a child complete, creative or  considerate. We are 

here to try and mould the growing stage with the best possible environment, 

so that we can define and refine the vision of the school. The theme of this 

17th issue is ‘Values–The Pillars of Character’ which is of great importance 

in one’s life as values are the keys for a successful living.

With great dedication and effort we have given our best to gift this magazine 

to all of you. As you flip through the pages, we hope you can unveil a new 

world of magic and imagination. With determination, positivity and the will 

to work hard towards our goal, we are sure the achievements marked by 

the JHPians will be treasured and cherished.

Enjoy this journey of reading!

The Editorial Team.
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India is known for its ancient culture and values. The whole world gives respect to 
these values that we have retained from ages. In this modern age, we still respect our 
parents and elders. We are taught to give importance to our family system. Until and 

unless families bond together, the culture and values cannot be continued and carried 
forward to the next generation. Parents and grand parents in our family system play a key 
role in imparting the moral values, manners and integrity. The importance of having values 
in everyones’s life is reflected in maintaining a friendly neighbourhood and in the strong 
national feeling of our citizens.

Our education system at JHPS includes topics about the moral values and social 
responsibility, so that they become better citizens of the future and imbibe the values 
of cooperation, compassion, group harmony, modesty, dignity, patience, generosity and 
responsibility.

A. Murali Mukund
Chairman 

Jubilee Hills Public School

“Good manners and values will open doors that the best 

education cannot.” 

VALUES
NURTURING

Chairman’s
messagE
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PrinCiPal’s
messagE

aCademiC direCtor’s
messagE

The major value in life is not what you get. The major 
value in life is what you become.

- Jim Rohn

Education is all about instilling and embedding 
high moral values in students. Our motto ‘Towards 
Excellence’ embraces our commitment in bringing 
out the best in our students towards achieving 

a holistic education which nurtures both the intellect and 
character development, ignites the passion, and inspires 
dreams.

Our scientifically designed pedagogy enables to create 
lifelong learners, groomed to be global citizens of tomorrow 
with Indian values. 

We at JHPS inspire excellence, encapsulate the 
aspirations of students to ‘honour learning, strengthen 
character, awaken talents, inspire dreams through values 
such as graciousness, resilience, responsibility, integrity, 
passion, adaptability, innovativeness and leadership. We 
believe that these values will be our moral compass as we 
navigate the unpredictable waves of the future. 

We strongly believe that developing high moral values 
among the students is paramount to the kind of education 
imparted through JHPS team. 

Wish You All The BesT 

M. Varalakshmi 
Principal

Jubilee hills Public school

The Crown and Glory of Life is Character 

India is a cradle of most of the religions that evolved 
in the world. Religion in India was a scientific way 
of life rather than ritualism and idol worship. Values 
and ethics were to be imbibed from religion to help 

us function as good citizens of a society, yet today we find 
so many problems in India right from religious bigotry to 
terrorism and corruption to the more recent life threatening 
menaces of drugs and the Blue Whale game. 

Every religion teaches its followers to be ethical and 
virtuous but are we foregoing these values in our race to 
be successful, rich and famous; to achieve our aims and 
desires? If we have to take the onus of building a new India 
as dreamt by our Freedom Fighters we need to first focus 
on being rooted in our values and ethics. We should never 
be crowd pleasers but be confident of ourselves and do 
only what is right. It is because we are not confident of our 
values that we seek god men and babas, who exploit and 
cheat us even to the extent of losing our lives to serve them.

As growing children let us not be swayed by our peers 
and society and remember that-

“Wrong is wrong even if everyone is doing it and right is 
right even if no one is doing it.”

G. sree Devi
Academic Director 

Jubilee hills Public school
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THE PILLARS OF 
CHARACTER BUILDING

VALUES
“Great values are built on strong moral foundations. Men become 
great when they allow these values to take root within their souls 
and live by them.”

- Lincoln Patz

India is a country diverse in all 
its spheres. People of different 
religions, cultures and beliefs 
come together as a single nation. 

Unity in diversity is our strength; it is 
something that makes us proud to 
be Indians. Values help us shape our 
character and create an identity of our 
own. In a land of such diversity, values 
help people connect and understand 
each other. Values make the human 
bond stronger and create a level of 
distinct understanding between people.

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam which 
literally means “The world is one 
family” is a thought that took birth in 
India. This value motivates us to see the 
world as one and contribute to peace 
and development. As a nation, we will 
definitely have more to contribute to 
the world. However, as citizens of the 
society we all should aim to contribute 
something for the betterment of the 
society that will further help in the 
development of the nation and the 
world. 

The most important of all things is 
character, shaped by values and morals. 
Values are important because they help 
us to grow and develop. They help us to 
create the future we aspire to see.

Every individual and every 
organization is involved in making 
hundreds of decisions every day. The 
decisions reflect values and beliefs 
and they are always directed towards a 
specific purpose.

Values are used to guide our 
interactions with others, with friends 

and family, Values and morals reflect 
spirituality and character.

 

Life’s daily lessons
One of the hardest lessons in life is 
figuring out which bridge to cross and 
which bridge to burn. Life is all about 
facing obstacles and reaching the final 
destination.

Success tastes the sweetest when 
worked hard for. Work towards your goal 
to satisfy yourself, not somebody else. 
Hurdles come across ever stage in life. 
Values help us to cross them and continue 
towards the journey of success. Mistakes 
teach us the best lessons in life. They 
help us realize the areas we are lacking 
in and teach us something new everyday. 
We gain values from every point of life 
and our decisions play a major role in 
defining our character. Values make us 
stronger and help us build an identity 
that helps us survive in this difficult 
world. Life teaches something daily, 
especially values.

 Every turn has its own tale and 
every tale has its own moral. At the end 
of the day, the only thing that matters is 
whether one has learnt to accept his or 
her mistakes and learn from them. We 
must learn to embrace life and always 
look out for the positive side of things.

Significance of values in 
our life
Values are central; they go to the very 
core of us, to our personal identity.  

Our principles are perhaps the most 
important thing, as whether we live out 
our dream or achieve our mission, they 
are most likely to remain intact.

A person with proper values will 
not be afraid to face problems. He or 
she will expect and accept them as part 
of life. He or she will have complete 
faith in God. Such a person will be an 
example to the rest of society. Values 
involve emotion, knowledge, thought, 
and ultimately choice of response. 
Values vary between individuals and 
govern behaviour, they colour the way 
individuals view and respond to their 
world. It is important to understand the 
impact values have on choice. While 
values can, and do, change over time, 
they represent a significant component 
of personality. Values influence how 
people make choices.

COVERStory
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Values now v/s then…
As time moves ahead, so does the 
world. Thoughts of people evolve with 
time as society gets exposed to the new 
trends. There are conflicting opinions as 
to how the new generation has changed 
with respect to time. 

The thought does hold true up to 
a certain extent as various cases are 
prevalent today to support this side 
of the case. These days youngsters 
are more prone to hurting themselves 
without the intention of even doing it. 
The bond between families is becoming 
weaker day by day as children are afraid 
to express themselves. They end up 
following the wrong path and throw 
themselves into the pit of sorrow.

Peer pressure is another rising 
concern in today’s generation. People 
these days get easily influenced by 
thoughts even if thoughts of people 
could possibly be damaging for their 
future.

However, values are something that 
cannot be incorporated into someone’s 
life by force. A person’s thoughts are 
certainly influenced by his or her close 
ones, but the will to accept and embrace 
values is something that can only be 
done by personal will. The generation 
of today might have some flaws, but 
anything that has flaws can be polished 
to turn out to become the best.

There are plenty of people who have 
established themselves with their hard 
work. Finally, it’s not the words that 
matter but the result. We must not let 
words affect us. Belief in your work is a 
major requirement to gain confidence.

Today’s generation is more open, more 
fearless but also more prone to making  
mistakes. However, with time people’s 
mindsets also become stronger. There 
is no force that can stop from achieving 
success. Values must be embraced; there 
is no limit to seeing them.

Today also values are the same. It’s 
just the people that change. Don’t let 
anything else influence except your goal. 
If a person is determined, no obstacle 
feels insurmountable. Thoughts today 
are certainly more modern, but basic 
human bonds can never be broken.

Values define you, not 
just your success
Success is not about financial status or 
achieving a goal in your career. Success 
is about creating your own identity, 
a character enriched with values 
that people look up to. Let people 
remember you for your contribution to 
the society and not for your materialistic 
achievements.

It is not just educational contribution 
that matters for the development of a 
nation. It is how well your values have 
helped you to shape up a character that 
further helps create more strong and 
respectable youth of the society.   

ROLE MODELS FOR 
IMBIBING VALUES

Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam: A 
man of concrete values 
and vision
A.P.J Abdul Kalam is a man of ethics 
and values that nobody ever possessed. 
Due to his perseverance and immense 
hard work various projects such as the 
Pokhran-II have achieved success. He 
always motivated people to follow the 
path of hard work and dream big. He 
was a great leader, teacher and a friend. 
We must learn from his thoughts and 
pledge to make our country brighter for 
the future

 Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel : 
The Iron Man of India  

Sardar Patel’s ability of taking the right 
[and tough] decisions at the right time, 
made him the Iron Man of India. He 
was inspired by Gandhiji’s work and 
philisophy of tradition. He was a man of 
many values, some being determination 

and the ability to stay calm and grasp  
hold of reality during difficult situations. 
He was the main reason India to become 
united and integrated nation during the 
independence struggle. We all must 
learn from his actions and values and 
strive to be just like him.

Swami Vivekananda: 
A man of integrity, 
dedication and belief 
towards the people of his 
country

Swami Vivekanada was a man of 
concrete values and morals. Swami 
Vivekananda’s contribution to human 
and nation development helped in the 
transition of a modern India. He was 
inspired by his guru, Sri Ramakrishna 
Paramhamsa who instilled belief in God. 
He was accepted due to his immense 
spirituality. He made education his 
strongest weapon and dedicated his 
life towards building a brighter future 
hand in hand with the people of India. 
His words still continue to inspire 
generations of citizens and will definitely 
be the best source of motivation for the 
futuregenerations to come.
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C.V Raman: An 
inspirational ray of light 
that leads towards the 
brightest of outcomes
Sri Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman 
carried out commendable work in 
the field of science for which he was 
awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics. He 
was inspired and helped by his friend 
and collaborator K. S. Krishnan who 
helped him discover the Raman effect.  
He was incredibly dedicated towards 
his work and had the zeal to contribute 
something memorable to the world. His 
dedication and passion for the subject 
is something that everybody must learn 
from and strive to achieve their goals.

Nurturing Values at JHPS 

In this ever changing and fast moving 
world today, it may be difficult for the 
child to differentiate between good 

from bad. Values play an important 
role in moulding the young generation 
to take greater responsibility for their 
actions and for the world around them.

Students are like wet clay and can be 
moulded in any shape. They are quick 
learners and absorb everything around 
them. Nurturing values in students to 
build the foundation of strong character 
with a deep sense of values starts at a 
young age. It is important to make the 
student understand the importance of 
values in life and society.

At JHPS the initiation of Value 
education starts at Kindergarten level 
to make students strong enough to 
face the challenging world. The School 
strives to educate the students by having 
everyday assemblies that imbibe the 
values of discipline, punctuality, team 
work, honesty etc. These traits play a 
pivotal role in the student’s life moulding 
them into responsible citizens. It allows 
the students to learn moral values in a 
fun and interesting manner.

The daily assemblies organised by the 
students of all classes help to inculcate 
the essential values that help shape the 
students into better human beings.

Topics such as “Don’t let circumstances 
influence your thoughts and moods’’, 
“Never stop learning” and more give 
the student’s knowledge about ethics 
that mould them into respectable and 
esteemed citizens of the society.

The daily assemblies also help the 
children overcome their stage fear, allow 

them to speak out and also provide as a 
platform for them to exhibit their talents.

Where there is righteousness 
in the heart, there is beauty in the 
character. When there is beauty in 
the character, there is harmony in the 
home. When there is harmony in the 
home, there is order in the nation. 
When there is order in the nation, 
there is peace in the world.

-A. P. J. Abdul Kalam

Conclusion
Values are the base of our character. They 
define you; they help you create a mark in 
the society. A building can only stay strong 
through years if built properly at the start. 
In the same way, character is not made 
in a day. It takes dedication and a really 
long time to create an image that people 
remember. If you have been successful in 
building a good character, then any other 
flaw will be overlooked by people. Aim 
at leaving such an impression on people 
that they look up to you. Success comes 
and goes, but values don’t. They stay with 
people throughout their lives and guide 
them in hard times.

Never let go of your values, and they 
will never let go of you. Values are the 
roots that never let the tree of character 
fall down. In times of difficulty, the tree 
might be on the verge of falling off, 
but the roots hold it strong. No storm 
can break you down if your umbrella of 
values is strong enough to protect you.

Life Skills & Values

Sharing and Caring

Measure Your Emotions

We are all the same
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The 2016-17 batch of JHPS students has made the school proud by upholding the unbroken record of 
securing  100 % result in the 2017 CBSE Board Examination.

JHPS JEWELS

SUBJECT   TOPPERS
suBJeCT NAMe of The ToPPeR

ENGLISH AINESH SANYAL

HINDI LISA KHUNTIA

TELUGU DESIKA BUSARLA

SANSKRIT NISHITA PATTANAYAK

MATHEMATICS NIKITHA GUDAPATI

SCIENCE NIKITHA GUDAPATI

SOCIAL SCIENCE KRISHNA CHAITANYA POTHUKUCHI

FIT HIMAJA JASTI

CBSE CLASS XII RESULTS
The Senior Secondary students have achieved success yet again this year, with  100 % pass and many have secured 

first class and distinctions.

CBSE CLASS X RESULTS

Total Number of Students appeared :149

Number of Students secured 10/10 CGPA : 43

Total Number of Students secured A1 (9.1– 10)    : 78

Total Number of Students secured A2 (8.1– 9.0)   : 53

Total Number of Students secured B1 (7.1 – 8.0)  : 18

MaHITHa aLaPaTIaRKadEEP MUKHOPadHYaY

COMMERCE gROUP

nIKITHa gUdaPaTI
nISHITa 

PaTTanaYaK

BUSaRLa dESIKa
CHaLLa SaI 
CHaRITHa

LISa KHUnTIa nITISHa KOTHaRI
PRanaTI   

TanTRaVaHI

JaSTI  HIMaJa

aInESH SanYaL

SCIEnCE gROUP

SCHOOL TOPPERS

SCHOOL TOPPERS

CBSEtoppers
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The school infrastructure plays 
a big role in creating a better 
environment for students to 
study and play. It has been 

modified with exceptional facilities 
this academic year to ensure that the 
students are groomed well to meet the 
challenges.

New Preprimary Classroom: The 
classrooms of pre-primary students 
were renovated, with the walls adorned 
with paintings and modern colourful, 
safe furniture to make the kids feel that 
their classroom is really a home away 
from home.

Pigeon net - Pigeon net was put up 
in the open auditorium to protect the 
assembly area.

solar Panels- Solar power panels 
are installed on the terrace of the 
school not just to save money but to 
make the students aware of the huge 
environmental challenges that we are 
facing and at the same time combating 
greenhouse gas emissions and global 
warming. With the solar power, students 
are able to understand how sunlight is 
converted to electricity and conserving 
non renewable resources. Solar lights 
were installed in the play ground. 

Pinup boards- The pinup boards 
enhance value to the classroom 
by giving space for the students 
to showcase their creativity and it 
encourages students to think, ponder 
and bring out their talents, interests and 
the competitive spirit in them.

uPVC sliding windows with 
Mosquito mesh- Students health is 
of utmost importance. Keeping this 
in mind, for eradicating the mosquito 
menace the school has provided the 
classroom with UPVC sliding windows 
with mosquito mesh. 

Ground leveling - School 
playground provides safe environment, 
stimulates students' minds and allows 
for their cognitive, physical, and 
social development. The vast school 
ground which caters to the student’s 
sportsmanship is well maintained. Every 
day the ground needs to be kept ready 
to maintain the required standards to 
organise sports for students. Thus a 
Road roller was purchased for the same. 

New school management software 
– The software was upgraded with My 
Class Board. It enhances the efficiency 
in school operations and management. 
It is user - friendly, flexible and versatile 
to use. For parents ease, the software is 
compatible with Android & IOS apps. 
Online fee collection and customization 
are part of the software.

INFRASTRUCTURAL 
ENHANCEMENTS
We fly high to touch the sky; 
Infrastructural Flight
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Kindle Club

An e-Library is introduced in our school on 10th October, 2017. The school has procured 41 Kindle devices 
which will be used by the students to access e-Books of various genres. We have named this facility as ‘Kindle 
Club’ under which various activities will be taken up such as Book Review, Story Writing, Author talks, Cover 
pagedesigning etc.

What is KINDLE
A Kindle is a small hand-held electronic device for reading books, which has been developed by online retailer 
Amazon.  Kindle device enables  users to browse, buy, download, and read e-books, newspapers, magazines 
and other digital media via wireless networking to the Kindle Store.

Students using KindleStudents using Kindle
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The Jubilee Hills Education Society started its first 
school thirty years ago at Jubilee Hills with the aim 
of providing the best opportunities to students to 
make them responsible citizens of tomorrow by 

developing their holistic personality. 

In these 3 decades it has become a leader in the field of 
education and has achieved many prestigious awards both 
at the National and International levels. One of the happiest 
moments being, “The best teacher award” received by our 
Principal, Ms.M. Varalakshmi from the President of India,         
Sri. Pranab Mukherjee in 2016. 

Jubilee Hills Public School inaugurated its new branch at 
Rampally Dayara Village, situated in a beautiful and scenic 
6 acre campus on 30th June, 2017. The sprawling campus 
consists of state of the art indoor and outdoor facilities. The 
aim is to impart traditional value based education with modern 
teaching facilities and e-education system. The classrooms 
are equipped with smart boards and latest content software 
to make teaching and learning an enjoyable experience to all 
the students. 3D lab is an added attraction.

The Chief Guest for the day was Sri. T. Harish Rao, Honourable 
Minister for Irrigation, Marketing and Legislative affairs, 

Government of Telangana. The Guests of Honour, Sri. M. Sudheer 
Reddy, MLA, Medchal, Sri.Raju, MLC, Sri. Prabhakar Reddy, ZP 
Chairman, Tula Uma, ZP Chairman, Sri. G. Mallesha, Sarpanch, 
Sri. M.V. Reddy, District Collector, Medchal, Sri. K. Krishnadev Rao, 
President, JHES, Dr. Pavuluri Subba Rao and Sri. Vidya Sagar, Vice 
Presidents, JHES, Sri. A. Murali Mukund, The Chairman, JHPS and 
Secretary JHES, distinguished managing committee members, 
Ms. M. Varalakshmi, Principal, Ms. G. Sree Devi, Academic Director, 
Alumni, teachers, parents  and students graced the occasion.

The program began with a welcome dance followed 
by the lighting of the lamp by Sri. T. Harish Rao and other 
dignitaries. The Principal Ms. M. Varalakshmi welcomed the 
gathering and said that JHPS imparts holistic education with 
emphasis on tradition and values blended with technology. 
With this aim in mind, JHPS is starting a new branch with the 
best infrastructure.

Sri T. Harish Rao, Honourable minister, congratulated the 
Managing Committee for the noble thought of starting a 
school at Kesara. He said that JHPS is one of the best schools 
in the heart of the city. He also stated that JHPS is a Non 
Profitable Organisation, it is a great thought by the Managing 
Committe to start a school with best infrastructure facilities and 
quality education in a  rural area. He requested the Managing 
Committee to start more branches so as to improve the 
quality of education and bring a healthy competition among 
the schools. He suggested them to adopt a Government Zilla 
Parishad High School with the highest strength and provide  
support in disseminating education.

INAUGURATION 
OF RAMPALLy 
DAyARA BRANCH
Education is our passport 
to the future, for tomorrow 
belongs to the people who 
prepare for it today.

– Malcolm X

Chief guest, Sri. T. Harish Rao, Honourable Minister for Irrigation 
inaugurating the School The Honourable guests present at the ceremony

Chief guest, Sri. T. Harish Rao lighting the lamp
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Sri. M.V. Reddy, District Collector, Medchal said that strong 
foundation in academics and ethics need to be inculcated for 
the all round development of a child. 

Sri. M. Sudheer Reddy, MLA, Medchal expressed his pleasure 
in having such a well known school with all modern  amenities 
in his constituency as it benefits the people of that area. 

Sri A. Murali Mukund, Chairman, JHPS and Secretary JHES 
thanked the dignitaries and said that education is important 
for the development of the society just as the three basic 
necessities of life -food, clothes and shelter. 

Speaking on this occasion, Sri. K. Krishnadev Rao, 
President, JHES stated that the next generation needs to be 
educated and prepared towards the challenges they might 
face in future. He also said that children need to dedicate 
themselves in the field of research. He congratulated the 
teachers and students for the soaring success of the school 
over the years. 

The Academic Director, Ms.G.Sree Devi addressed the 
gathering and said that there is a dearth of good schools in 
rural areas. The successful journey of JHPS set up 30 years ago 
was an impetus in starting a school in the semi rural area with 
the benefits of a city school.

The Primary Headmistress, Ms. Sonia Nagpal said that no 
stone shall be left unturned at Rampally branch to ensure that 
the quality of Academic inputs and infrastructure not only 
matches but also exceeds the high standards set at Jubilee 
Hills branch. 

The Secondary Headmistress, Ms. G. Durga proposed the 
vote of thanks on behalf of the entire fraternity of Jubilee Hills 
public School. 

The inauguration of the new branch is indeed a great 
achievement in the history of Jubilee Hills Education Society. 
The school forges ahead into the future with dreams of 
accomplishments yet to be fulfilled.

Comments by the Chief Guest:

I am very much impressed the way school is constructed 
without any compromise in quality & facilities. I am 
happy that the school is extending quality education 
to the rural children. Wish you all the best.

-sri T. harish Rao,

Honourable Minister for Irrigation, Marketing & 
Legislative Affairs, Government of Telangana

The Chief guest being presented a token of gratitude

Welcome dance

Managing Committee Members

The dignitaries on stage

Sri. M. V. Reddy, district Collector, Medchal
Lighting the lamp
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INDRADHANUSH -  
GRADUATION DAY

Jubilee Hills Kindergarten School honoured 
its Kindergarten graduates at the Graduation 

Ceremony, the Indradhanush Graduation Day, held 
in the school premises on 18th March, 2017. The  
Chairman, Sri A. Murali Mukund, Managing Committee 
member, Professor Y. V. Umapati Varma, Principal, Ms. 
M. Varalakshmi, Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi, 
Primary Headmistress, Ms. Sonia Nagpal and the Pre- 
Primary Coordinator, Ms. C. Srilatha, presented the 
certificates to the proud graduates of  classes UKG A 
to UKG H.

The whole programme was conducted by the tiny 
graduates themselves, right from the anchoring to the 
vote of thanks.The audience were awestruck with the 
stunning and mesmerising dances, songs, skit and 
speeches performed by the students.

The Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi, in her 
encouraging words stated that ‘Actions speak louder 
than words’ and said that as the students are growing, 
the school also grows. She mentioned that reading 
books was added to the curriculum of the school 
from classes 1 to X. She asked the parents to inculcate 
reading habits in their children.

Young graduates receiving certificates

Kavadiaatam dance

Samurai dance

Welcome dance

Master and Miss Smiley  Master and Miss Fresher

Pranamam - dance on nature

FRESHERS’ DAY AND 
VANAMAHOTSAVAM 
CELEBRATIONS

Jubilee Hills Kindergarten School celebrated Fresher’s Day 
and Vanamahotsavam on 13th July, 2017. As part of the 

celebration, UKG children welcomed the LKG children.

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi, the Academic Director, 
Ms. G. Sree Devi and the Pre-Primary and Primary Headmistress, 
Ms. Sonia Nagpal graced the occasion.

The children of UKG presented a colourful cultural show for 
their juniors. The day started with a welcome dance followed 
by ‘Dola Re’ and ‘Pranamam’ dances which were enjoyed by 
the children. The programme came to an end with Master 
and Miss Smiley Contest, Master and Miss JHKS contest. The 
winners of Master and Miss Smiley contests are E.V.A.S. Hansini 
and Vekshith Sai Goud from LKG-C. The winners of Master and 
Miss Fresher are Reyaansh Gopisetty and Lekshana Verma from 
LKG-G.

Master Suhas of class LKD-D expressed his gratitude on 
behalf of all LKG children for hosting such a wonderful show. 
Finally the programme concluded with the vote of thanks by 
Master Vashistaabiraam.

JHKSSection
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govind Bolo Hari dance govind Bolo Hari dance

We learn to share and care

Watching monkeys

Hurrah ! It’s Picnic time

govind Bolo Hari dance

JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS

Jubilee Hills Kindergarten School conducted a special assembly to celebrate Janmashtami. The 
programme started with a prayer song, followed by a speech on Lord Krishna and a poem “Cheta 

Venna Mudda”. Lively dramatic skit performed by kids on “Govardhana Giridhari” and a captivating 
dance performance on “Govind Bolo Hari” enthralled the audience.

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi and Academic Director Ms. G. Sree Devi graced the occasion and 
wished all the students.

FIELD TRIP 
TO NEHRU 
ZOOLOGICAL PARk

field trips help children to enhance their 
knowledge in a different place by providing 

a chance to develop their thinking skills by 
observing and inferring things.

An educational field trip to Nehru Zoological 
Park was organised by Jubilee Hills Kindergarten 
School on 22nd August, 2017 in order to give 
them an experience of watching different species 
of animals, birds, as well as flowers, trees and 
bushes in their real life environment.

The children really enjoyed watching animals 
in the bliss of naturally beautiful surroundings.
They were also able to identify and relate concepts 
which they had learnt in the classrooms like big/
small, colours, mother/baby, caves and homes.

The trip proved to be an enriching experience 
as they came to know about various species 
of animals and birds. Children gained a lot of 
information which would help them in future.
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GANESH 
CHATURTHI 
CELEBRATIONS

Ganesh Chaturthi, is an auspicious 
Indian festival which marks the 

celebration of Lord Ganesha’s Birthday. 
People welcome the clay idol of Lord 
Ganesha with a cheerful and colorful 
parade.

This festival was celebrated with 
great joy by the tiny tots of Jubilee Hills 
Kindergarten School on 24th August, 
2017. The programme started with a 
prayer song to invoke the blessings of 
Lord Ganesha followed by the pooja ritual 
performed by the dignitaries of the day. 
Children spoke about the significance 
of the festival and performed vibrantly 
to the tunes of “Jai Deva Ganesha” and 
“Om Gam Ganapate Namaha”. They also 
enthralled the audience by depicting a 
skit on “Vishwa Pradhakshana” which 
was the highlight of the programme. 
The day encompassed mesmerizing and 
colourful performances.

Vishwa Pradhakshana Skit

dandiya dance

group Song

I love my teacher dance

Om gam ganapathe namaha dance Prayer Song

CULTURAL BONANZA

students of Jubilee Hills Kindergarten School 
conducted a special assembly to celebrate 

‘Teachers day’, ‘Telugu day’, ‘Hindi Diwas’, 
Bathukamma and Dussehra with lots of joy and 
happiness.

The programme started with a prayer song 
which was followed by a speech on the importance 
of the Hindi language. Dance performance on the 
song ‘Swagath Karte Hain Aaj Aapka’ was staged 
as part of the celebration and few children sang 
a song on ‘Telugu Bhasaha Tiyyadanam’ which 
brought forth the sweetness of Telugu language. 

Children spoke about the significance of 
Teacher’s Day and Dussehra. Through their dance 
performance on ‘I love my teacher’ students 
conveyed respect and love towards their teacher. 
The tradition of Bathukamma, a floral festival 
was beautifully depicted by way of dance 
performances which mesmerized the audience. 
Another highlight of the programme was Dandiya 
where children danced using decorated sticks. The 
programme concluded with the vote of thanks.
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Parents play an important role in the life of every child. They are special people who possess 
immense patience and have a great degree of understanding on how to bring up their child in 
the best possible way. 

Parents’ Day at Jubilee Hills Kindergarten School  is celebrated to show case the talents of each 
child in front of the parents as a mark of love and respect towards them. It’s the perfect time to 
honour the parents.

PARENTS’ DAY

UKG  A & B – THE LAND OF DREAMS

Acolourful show “The Land of Dreams”, Parent Day 
of UKG ‘A’ and ‘B’ was celebrated on 22nd July, 2017. 

The Chairman, Sri. A. Murali Mukund, Principal Ms. M. 
Varalakshmi, Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi and 
Pre-Primary and Primary Headmistress, Ms. Sonia 
Nagpal graced the occasion.

Ms. Sonia Nagpal, Primary Headmistress addressed 
the gathering and said that JHKS Parent Day’s are 
organised to build confidence, responsibility and 
exhibit the innate ability and talent of each and every 
student on the stage.

The cultural events like Mermaid Dance, Fantasy 
Carnival by our tiny tots in varied costumes of cartoon 
characters and super heroes along with a dragon 
mesmerized the audience. Finally fantasy Carnival 
rocked the dance floor.

Along with theParent Day, White Colour Day was also 
celebrated where children spoke about the significance 
of the colour white which was very informative.

Clowns on the stage

BharataKandame na desham

amazing facts

Jai Ho dance

Fantasy Carnival

Medley of Chicken dance, Jungle book, doreamon and Rio

UKG C & D – INCREDIBLE INDIA

incredible India! The word itself brings to our mind, diverse 
cultures, religions, festivals, traditions, beautiful landscapes 

and wide variety of wonderful people. Parent Day of UKG ‘C’ 
and ‘D’ was celebrated on 29th July, 2017. India, our country is 
a blend of the modern and the traditional. Children spoke well 
about achievements of our country and few told about the 
Amazing Facts of India.

Purple colour speech and Purple dance performed by the 
children were very lively. At the end “Bharata Kandame Na 
Desham” the semi classical dance stole the show. Exquisite 
performances were given by the tiny tots, which left the 
audience spellbound.
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UKG  E & F – THE SCHOLARLy 
MyTHOS

An astonishing show “The Scholarly Mythos” was 
presented by the students of UKG ‘E’ and ‘F’ on 

19th August, 2017. The programme commenced with 
a prayer song followed by a welcome speech and a 
welcome dance “Ayigiri Nandini”. An amazing musical 
drama performance was given by the children in the 
skit “Rama Charitam” which was applauded by each 
and every person in the audience. Few children recited 
“BhagawathGeetaSlokas”. The tiny tots enthralled the 
audience with their awesome dance performance to the 
tunes of “Jai Ho” and “Govind Bolo Hari”.

Red colour Day was also celebrated where children 
recited a poem and spoke about the significance of 
the colour. The Chairman, Sri. A. MuraliMukund said it 
is not easy to inculcate traditional values and beliefs 
amongst the students but after watching the wonderful 
performances he said “I really appreciate the teachers 
who work hard and try to inculcate morals and ethics in 
our tiny tots, who will be the future citizens”.

The Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi in her 
speech said that teachers enlighten the students with 
information and believe that it will sink in as they grow, 
children will understand these values and practice them 
in future. The parents were happy to see their children 
give such wonderful performances on the stage.

govind Bolo Hari dance

group dance

a Skit  on nature

Rama Charitam dance drama

Hari Sundara nandan Mukunda Song

CONVERGENCE - A CLASS III 
SPECTACLE OF SKILL AND TALENT

on 22nd July 2017, the school organized an Incredible 
Programme in the school premises to celebrate the 

Parents’ Day. It was a theme based programme called 
“Convergence” to create awareness about “Nature” and 
the need to conserve it. The programme  started with a 
Swagatham dance invoking Lord Krishna’s blessing. Students 
sang heart touching songs, danced on informative songs 
and skits were performed not only to entertain but also 
to convey an important message through the programme. 
This day provides an opportunity to the children to show 
their love, affection and respect towards their parents. 
The love for their parents was clearly seen in their efforts. 
The performance of the students was appreciated by the 
Management and the parents.
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HOPE- IT'S STILL ALIVE -SPECTACULAR SHOW OF SKILL AND TALENT

Jubilee Hills Public School show cased the skill and talent of each and every student of class V through 
a fabulous show ‘Hope – It’s Still Alive’. The aim of the programme was to create awareness on natural 

disasters and how to deal with them.

The Primary Headmistress,  Ms. Sonia Nagpal welcomed the gathering and said that parents day had 
started  four years ago and great struggle was put in to train the teachers and students and bring them 
to the present standard. 

The programme started with a swagatham dance. The cultural programmes  were very informative 
and entertaining with musical rhythms, dances, skits and a debate. The audiences were enthralled with 
a child performing on the drums. The songs, dances, and skits were performed by the students with 
confidence and each student played his/her part well. 

The Academic Director, Ms. G. SreeDevi said that through this, the students not only learn skills of 
collaboration and confidence on stage but it also opens their minds to the various careers. She added 
that it is certain that the students who participated in the day’s programme would take care of Mother 
Nature and would be socially responsible citizens.

The parents were awestruck with the performance of their children and some of them said that it ws 
a wonderful programme . Some parents expressed their heartfelt thanks to the teachers who were 
responsible for motivating their children to come up with such a wonderful programme .

group dance

Skit – natural disaster

group dance

Swagatham dance
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EDUCATION ON EXPEDITION

field trips serve a vital function as far as education is concerned; they link the classroom 
learning with the outside world. In doing so they not only improve learning but also give 

both the learner and educator valued practical experience.

Aerospace: An Array of 
Unlimited opportunities

With the latest advancements 
in the field of aerospace, 

our school organized a field trip to 
Ananth Technologies Ltd. Madhapur, 
Hyderabad on 7th October, 2017 with an 
objective to inculcate interest in space 
science. Dr. Subba Rao Pavuluri founded 
Ananth in 1992 which, is a global broad 
based Software and Hardware services 
and solutions provider.It is involved in 
manufacturing hardware components 
for satellites launched by ISRO. It 
also designs and develops the highly 
sophisticated aero space subsystem and 

other embedded systems. Dr. Subba 
Rao Pavuluri  is also the Vice President 
of Jubilee Hills Education Society. 

As soon as we reached, the 
company ambience showcased their 
single passion: dedicating its systems 
expertise and global resources to 
transform the future. We were first taken 
to the production facility and briefed 
about the PCBs and the need for the 
workforce to be stationed in isolated 
rooms which are totally dust free. Later, 

we were shown the packaging section 
and detailed about the safe packaging 
of the components. 

We were also taken to the ESS 

department where the articles pass 
through certain tests like vibration tests, 
temperature variations test etc. A power 
point presentation on laser and its use 
in different fields was shown to us. 
Videos of various satellite launches like 
PSLV, GSLV, Chandraayan, Mangalyaan 
etc. were a feast to the eyes.

The trip was an amazing experience 
which gave us an insight to the field 
of aerospace and  increased students 
curiosity in the field of space.

- Aryamani Boruah, class X

Interactive Session

Students watching a video on satellite design

dr. Subba Rao Pavuluri  with JHPS staff

FIELDTrips
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Class I: Field trip to Fire Station and Axis 
Bank

on 24th  August 2017, an  educational field trip to Fire Station 
and Axis Bank was organized for the students of Class I 

in order to give them a practical experience of the activities 
performed by the firemen and make them understand their 
importance during the fire accidents.

The field trip was a realistic experience for the students. 
Children were delighted and excited with the tasks they 
performed using the equipment such as the hosepipe, foam 
gun, life jackets, fire extinguishers. They could identify the fire 
extinguisher they have seen in the school corridor and their 
bus. Students were overjoyed and energized when they got 
the opportunity to use some of the equipment and climb the 
fire engine. Firemen also demonstrated how to come out of a 
building which caught fire and usage of CO2 cylinders. They 
were informed that they need to dial 101 for the fire station. 
Students thanked the fire station employees for enlightening 
them with the information. 

Later, the students were taken to the nearby Axis Bank 
to learn about the processes, system of work, roles and 
responsibilities of the employees, working of ATM and its uses. 
They had a very informative session and returned with lot of 
knowledge about community helpers.

demonstration on Fire and safety rules

Students at the fire station

Class II: Field trip to 
Goshamahal Traffic 
Training Park 

 

An Educational field trip to Goshamahal 
Traffic Training Park for class II was 

organized  from 26th to 28th July, 2017 
to bring awareness on safety and traffic 
rules. 

Students were shown a PPT on  the 
safety precautions, how to slow down at 
the junctions, intersections and pedestrian 
crossings, the steps to be followed near 
school zones, hospitals areas etc. where a 
lot of pedestrians and vehicles move.

 Activities based on cycle and bike 
riding were arranged. Students enjoyed 
cycle and bike rides practically and 
observed various things like –helmet, 
gloves, sunglasses, reflectors and lamps 
which are worn while driving for the 
safety purpose. Students were provided 
ABC of road safety booklet.

Cycle riding activity

Presentation on Traffic Rules
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Explaining about apiculture Updating the past

Class III:  Field trip to National 
Institute of Rural Development

An educational field trip to the National Institute of 
Rural Development was organized for class III on 23rd 

August, 2017. This institute is a motivational place to bring 
awareness on making of various products using natural 
resources, encouraging small scale industries and providing 
jobs to many of the underprivileged.

The students observed the rearing of bees for 
obtaining honey,making of home based chemicals, herbal 
shampoos,handmade paper, pesticides, dyeing of clothes, 
vermi-composting and mushroom cultivation. They also 
made a note of the different types of houses and the 
washrooms from the past to the present. There was a 
spectacular wind mill with the three colours of our National 
Flag fluttering high and conserving electricity. The solar 
cooker was a surprise for the students where they noted that 
food could be cooked with the help of the sun’s rays

The students enjoyed thoroughly and made a note of 
each process to share the knowledge with their friends and 
family. Overall, it was a wonderful and informative field trip 
for the students of class III.

Class IV:  Field Trip to Telangana 
State Museum

An Educational field trip to Telangana State Museum was 
organized  on 5th July, 2017 for the students of Class IV. 

Located at Hyderabad’s Public Garden, the AP State 
Museum offers a vibrant and fresh view of the culture and 
art of Telangana. There are many galleries devoted to stone 
sculptures, bronze works, manuscripts, modern paintings, 
and textiles, among others. 

Inside, the museum boasts a wide range of well-
structured chambers and galleries that show the different 
phases of human history and civilization. The galleries each 
house an exquisite collection of rare arts and antiquities, 
most of which are priceless. The Hindu collection, on the 
other hand, represents sculptures of the Chalukyan period 
and Vijayanagara period. Lastly, there is an authentic Egyptian 
mummy, the daughter of the sixth pharaoh of Egypt, which 
was donated to the seventh Nizam of Hyderabad.

Class V: Field Trip to Birla 
Science Planetarium

An educational field trip to Birla Science 
Museum and Birla Planetarium was organized 

for the students of class V on 19th July, 2017. 

This particular trip aimed at improving students 
knowledge about solar system, archeological 
studies etc. During their visit they witnessed 
several wonderful arts, stone sculptures, bronze 
works and rare collection of antique pieces. The 
cosmic presentation explained briefly about stars, 
constellations and about the early space voyages.

Students enjoyed thoroughly and made a note 
of each antiquity to share the knowledge with 
their friends and family. It was a wonderful and 
informative field trip for the students of class V.

Presentaion  on Solar System
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Students performing asanas

Students performing asanas

Rightful Voters

Electronic Voting

kEY TO A BETTER WAY 
OF LIFE 

International Yoga Day was celebrated in the school premises 
on 21st June, 2017 to spread awareness about having a 

healthy mind and body. With origins in ancient India, yoga is 
a discipline that focuses on bringing harmony between one’s 
mind and body. People all around the world are taking up yoga 
to stay fit and bring  discipline into their lives.

The Principal, Ms. M.Varalakshmi said that yoga is both for 
the mind and the body. She instructed the students to perform 
yoga everyday and promote the importance of yoga among 
friends and family. Ms. D. Sunitha, the yoga instructor explained 
the importance of yoga and demonstrated various asanas 
and listed out the benefits of how to stay fit by performing 
asanas everyday. She also said that regular practice of yoga 
will help the students achieve a better life, physically, mentally 
and spiritually as well. The message was absolutely clear that 
practicing yoga everyday keeps the doctor at bay.

 - sreya Ghosh, Class iX

" OUR VOICE, OUR 
VOTE"
'If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do 
more and become more, you are a leader.'

Elections are conducted in JHPS every year to give an 
opportunity to apply the democratic principles of our country 
in school life. Our students elect their leaders who represent 
them in the student council of JHPS. 

The election for the student council was held on 1st April, 
2017 and the students voted for the positions of Head boy, 
Head girl and Captains through electronic voting system. The 
results were announced on the same day.

A separate nomination was conducted for the senior 
secondary candidates, Secretaries, and the primary and pre-
primary Head boy and Head girl. We had a 'free and fair 
election', and every student's vote was taken into account. This 
election process teaches us the values of leadership and life 
skills before we set foot into the real world.

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi, the  Academic Director, 
Ms. G.Sree Devi wished the student council members and 
hoped that they would fulfill their duties with responsibility and 
accountability.

-Arya Bharath, Class iX

Name Class Post
a. harshith reDDy ukg head Boy-Pre-primary
ananya aChanta ukg head girl-Pre-primary
vishnu suhas v head Boy- Primary
nanDini v head girl- Primary
aDarsh varshney x head Boy- secondary
Dhriti kaPoor x head girl- secondary
sankePally srithiJaa xii head girl- senior secondary
tanmay Jain xii head Boy- senior secondary

News withinCampus
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An Orientation Programme  for 
classes I to XII was conducted on 

24th June, 2017 to assist new students 
in the next step of their educational 
journey. It is felt that parents play a 
vital role in the educational system and 
they need to fully co-operate with the 
school, honour its rules and procedures 
for the full blossoming of their wards.
The purpose of this programme was to 
apprise the parents about the holistic 
education imparted in the school and 
the importance of Evaluation practises 
that would be followed in the school as 
per the directives of CBSE. 

The Principal, Ms. M.Varalakshmi 
welcomed the parents and briefed them 
about the Curriculum, Examination 
pattern and the teaching methodology.  
In her speech, she said that school 

is a training ground for a child where 
opportunities are provided for the 
holistic development. She emphasized 

the need on discipline, values and 
parent monitoring. She advised the 
parents to encourage their children to 
read books and monitor them while 
using gadgets and internet.  She also 
stressed that every child is important 
and all of us need to work together as 
a team.

The Primary Headmistress, Ms. Sonia 
Nagpal gave a Power Point Presentation 
during the Class I parent orientation and 
laid stress on the holistic development 
of the child which is the main objective 
of the school. She gave an overview 
about the co-scholastic activities which 
provided the parents with an assurance 
that the curriculum involves hands-on 
learning activities which not only are 
an outlet to the creative talents and 
energies of the children but also help in 
their overall development. 

An orientation programme for 
the parents of class VI was conducted 
separately as they stand on the 
threshold of a new into middle school 
journey. The objective of the orientation 
was to apprise the parents about 
the new examination system and 
evaluation pattern under CBSE. The 
other important areas discussed were 
regularity, discipline and role of parents 
in understanding and guiding their 
children.

At the end, there was an interactive 
session where in the parents queries 
were addressed. Parents were extremely 
happy to attend the session and said 
that they looked forward to such 
informative sessions in the future too.

ORIENTATION- A FRUITFUL 
JOURNEY OF POSITIVE 
PARENTING

Parents listening intently

Principal briefing the parents
Primary Headmistress, Ms. Sonia nagpal 

addressing the parents

Interactive Session
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Parent Teacher Association 
plays an important role for the 

smooth functioning of an institution. 
The main purpose of this meeting 
is to create a common platform, 
where teacher and parents come 
together to enrich the student’s 
educational experiences and discuss 
variety of issues, regarding all round 
development of students.

The Annual General Body 
Meeting for the academic year 
2017-18 for classes LKG to V  was 
conducted on 17th July and for 
classes VI to XII on 22nd July, 2017. The 
programme started with a prayer to 
invoke the blessings of the Almighty. 
The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi 
welcomed the parents and apprised 

them with an overview of the 
school development, achievements, 
awards, activities and facilities 
available at JHPS. She stressed 
on the importance of discipline 
and punctuality in a student’s life. 
She requested the parents to be 
supportive and cooperate in the 

smooth functioning of the school. 
She asked the parents to monitor 
the usage of electronic gadgets. 

Ms. G. Sree Devi, the Academic 
Director, informed the parents about 
the CBSE results. She proudly stated 
that teachers at JHPS, vouch for their 
students and students too vouch for 
their teachers. She requested the 
parents to inculcate healthy food 
and sleeping habits in their children.  
She stressed that parents are  
important partners to instill values in 
their children. She asked the parents 
to come forward with their area of 
expertise to develop the tallent of 
their children. 

The Primary Headmistress, Ms. 
Sonia Nagpal presented a Power 

Point Presentation and laid stress 
on the holistic development of the 
child which is the main objective of 
the school. She gave an overview 
about the co-scholastic activities 
which provided the parents with 
an assurance that the curriculum 
involves hands-on learning activities 
which not only are a vent to the 
creative talents and energies of the 
children but also help in their overall 
development. 

The Parent Representatives for 
classes LKG to XII were elected. 
Parents were extremely happy to 
attend the session and said that 
they look forward to more such 
informative sessions in the future 
too.

PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION

Parent Representatives Classes I-V

Parent Representatives Classes VI-XII

academic director’s address

Principal’s address

The Parents
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Leaders are not born but are made 
by their experiences in life. To 

inculcate the leadership qualities in 
students and to give them a feel of the 
administrative body, a school cabinet 
was formed at JHPS.

The Investiture Ceremony at Jubilee 
Hills Public School, for the Academic 
Session 2017-18 was conducted on 1st 
July, 2017. The event was presided over 

by the Chief Guest, Sri.K.Krishnadev 
Rao, President, Jubilee Hills Education 
Society, Sri.A.Murali Mukund, Secretary, 
Jubilee Hills Education Society and 
Chairman, Jubilee Hills Public School, 
Prof.Y.V.Umapathi Varma, esteemed 
managing committee member, Ms. M. 
Varalakshmi, Principal, Ms. G. Sree Devi, 
Academic Director, teachers, parents 
and students.

The programme commenced with a 
welcome address by the Principal, Ms. 
M. Varalakshmi. In her speech she said 

that the contestants had gone through 
the process of electronic voting. She 
spoke about the three important V’s 
in leadership one must have- Vision, 
Values and being Victorious.

The Chief Guest, Sri. K. Krishnadev 
Rao, President, Jubilee Hills Education 
Society pinned the badges on the 
student council members. He initiated 
the oath taking ceremony. 

In his address, Sri. K. Krishnadev 
Rao, President, Jubilee Hills Education 
Society congratulated the new office 
bearers and said that there were 

different kinds of leaders of which the 
most unrecognized were the parents 
who not only protect and guide but also 
sacrifice their needs for their children. 
He described the qualities of a leader 
as  one who has a drive and ability, who 
is well informed, hard working, diligent, 
self motivated and also compassionate. 

Speaking on the occasion, Sri. A. 
Murali Mukund, Secretary, Jubilee Hills 
Education Society and Chairman, Jubilee 
Hills Public School said that leaders 
need to set an example for others to 
follow. He also said that leadership 
instills discipline in the school as well 
as the society and discipline leads to 
development.

The Academic Director, Ms. G. 
Sree Devi congratulated the invested 
members and  gave nine pointers of a 
good leader as the one who can shape 
his identity, who has the light of clarity, 
arrow of concentration, desire and 
detachment, the power of commitment, 
yoga in action, discover devotion, 
choose the right path, and the one who 
has the vision of the goal.

The cultural programmes on 
leadership were quite invigorating. The 
newly elected members were motivated 
to take up their task with zeal and 
enthusiasm.

NURTURING THE BUDDING 
LEADERS
leadership is the capacity to translate vision into 
Reality 

dignitaries

newly elected  Student Council

The Chairman, Sri. a. Murali Mukund 
addressing the students a skit on ‘ Bala gangadhar Tilak’

The Chief guest Sri. K. Krishnadev Rao 
addressing the students
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‘Trees are the kindest things we 
grow’. This has been rightly said as 
the needs of all the living beings are 
fulfilled by them. But their depleting 
number has become a serious 
issue. To make students aware 
of this issue and taking initiative 
towards it, Jubilee Hills Public School  
celebrated Vanamahotsav in the 
school on 14th July, 2017. The Guest 
of Honour was Dr.Kona Prabhavathi, 
Scientist, Telangana State Agricultural 
University, Hyderabad, Sri. K. 
Krishnadev Rao, President, Jubilee 
Hills Education Society, Sri. A. Murali 
Mukund, Secretary, Jubilee Hills 
Education Society and Chairman, 
Jubilee Hills Public School. Principal, 
Ms. M. Varalakshmi, Academic 
Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi, Teachers, 
Parents and students also graced the 
occasion.

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi 
welcomed the gathering and said 

“Let us all strive together for the 
campaign of the 3 pillars of Behtar 
Bharat i.e., Swatchtha, Vatavaran, and 
Swastya”.

The Guest of Honour, Dr.Kona 
Prabhavathi said that for an 
environment to be well balanced 
the forest cover of an area should 
be 33% but the current statistics say 
that the green cover of our country 
is just 24% and is fast depleting. She 
said that the future generation of 

India should realize the importance 
of planting trees so that a safe 
environment can be passed on to 
their next generation. 

As  part of the celebration, 
the Head Boy and the Head Girl 
distributed medicinal saplings to the 
Guest of honour and other guests.

The Academic Director, Ms G. 
Sree Devi in her address said that 
the colour Green signifies growth. 
She quoted Ms. Margaret Thatcher’s 
words, “ Earth has enough for man’s 
need but not for his greed”. She said 
that the whole survival of mankind 

depends on nature. She asked the 
children to remember to plant a tree 
today and grow along with it as they 
play a vital role in maintaining the 
ecological balance.

A variety of cultural programmes 
performed by the students conveyed 
the message that Vanamahotsav 
reminds us of our duties and 
commitment towards nature and 
environment.

K. Madhulika, class iX 

BRINGING ALIVE THE SPIRIT 
OF NATURE

group dance

guest of Honour, dr. Kona Prabhavathi 
addressing the students

a Skit on ‘ Save the Lofty Trees ‘

dignitaries
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The students of journalism who were inspired by Dr. 
Kona Prabhavathi’s approach towards agriculture  

were keen on having a talk with her. Here are excerpts 
of the talk.

 What has inspired you to take up this particular 
field?

 Agriculture was not my initial preferance. I missed 
my MBBS seat with just two marks. My mother 
supported me in this difficult situation. She told me 
that there are several opportunities in other fields 
too. Then I was introduced to this field. Now, down 
the lane, this profession has become my passion. 

	 Can	you	tell	us	something	about	your	profession?

 I am an agricultural scientist. I work in  fields and am 
responsible for the efficiency of some of the good 
varieties of rice. The quality of crops is deteriorating 
day by day. Unpredictable weather is making 
agriculture almost impossible. So farmers are going 
for alternate options like commercial plantations.I 
researched on this in the past and currently, I am in 

teaching profession and would like to do something 
for the coming generations.

	 What	are	your	future	plans?

 I have still twenty years of service. I want to be a 
part of responsible agricultural graduates, because 
we are the people who directly work with farmers. 
We know that India is an agricultural country and 
the rural population depends on agriculture. We 
want to make some contributions to the farming 
community. 

 What message would you like to give to the 
future	generation?

 Be responsible. This message is for everyone in the 
society. If you are responsible, you can achieve your 
goal but without responsibility,you can’t succeed. 
You can earn money but not responsibility. Being 
responsible should be the ultimate motto of our 
lives. 

TETÊ – A – TETÊ WITH AGRICULTURAL 
SCIENTIST, DR. kONA PRABHAVATHI

dr. Kona Prabhavathi
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Competitions bring out the best in a person and 
encourage one to give their best. The young, ignited 

minds are our greatest assets. We, at Jubilee Hills Public 
School cherish these youngsters and encourage them to 
explore their true potentials by awakening their passions 
and cultivating their talents. The school conducted Inter 
School Competitions with “IGNITED MINDS” as its motto 
on 24th and 25th July, 2017 in which 14 schools across 
the city participated in various competitions with great 
gusto. Ignited minds offers a platform for students 
to exhibit their creativity, talent  and also develop  
competitive spirit. 

The program started with a welcome song by the 
students and lighting of the lamp by Principal, Ms. 
M. Varalakshmi, Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi, 
Secondary Headmistress Ms. G. Durga and Primary 
Headmistress Ms. Sonia Nagpal.

The Principal, Ms. M.Varalakshmi welcomed the guest 
schools and said that co-curricular activities supplement 
and complement the entire teaching learning process 
and strengthen their  curricular learning. They help in 
developing the personality of the child. She also said 
that the co-curricular activities have always been a part 

and parcel of the JHPS 
curriculum.

In his address, Sri. 
K. Krishnadev Rao, 
President, Jubilee Hills 
Education Society said 
that one needs will power 
and a positive frame of 
mind to participate in 
activities. While playing 
one learns to be a team 
player and builds courage 
to learn to come back on 

field after losing.

The Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi, in her 
address said that the activities help us to understand 
where we stand. She said that one must learn to win 
humbly and loose gracefully. 

Many co-curricular competitions such as, group 
dance, poem recitation, extempore, debate, solo song, 
spell bee, quiz, drawing and painting, basket ball, 
badminton, tennis, chess, table tennis were held.

Sri. K. Krishnadev Rao, President, gave away the 
prizes amidst great cheer to all the proud winners. 

Students participated in the competitions with great 
enthusiasm.

IGNITED MINDS- 
UNLEASHING THE 
POWER WITHIN…

Prize Winners

group dance

President,
 Sri. K. Krishnadev Rao’s 

address

Prize Winners
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Chief guest hoisting the 
national Flag

Chief guest, Sri T. Harischandra Prasad 
addressing the students

Patriotic group dance

THE COLOURS 
OF FREEDOM – 

INDEPENDENCE DAY
freedom in the Mind,

faith in words …

Pride in our souls …

let’s salute the nation on this auspicious day.

Every citizen of India is well aware that 15th August is the day when 
India got its Independence from British rule to become a free country. 

The day is celebrated all over India  with  fervour and great patriotism. 

The Chief Guest, Sri. T.  Harischandra Prasad, distinguished committee 
members of Jubilee Hills Education Society, parents, alumni, students and 
staff graced the occasion. 

The Chief Guest, Sri. T. Harischandra Prasad, unfurled the National 
flag. The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi welcomed the gathering. She 
addressed the students to be more hard working as India’s future relies 
on the students of the present. 

The Chief Guest, Sri. T. Harischandra Prasad said that it was a pleasure 
to address the gathering on the occasion of Independence Day. He said 
that the world essentially is interdependent on one another. If one works 
hard and has thorough knowledge of all the aspects of life then one can 
become truly independent and serve the country. He also added that 
better team work leads to better unity.

The cultural programmes provoked a feeling of patriotism among the 
audience. The children performed a skit on ‘Veera Pandya Katta Brahmana’ 
one of the many who sacrificed his life for our country’s freedom. The 
school magazine “Ascent” was unveiled by the Chief Guest and the 
Managing Committee Members Sri. A. Lokender Reddy and Sri. J. Murali 
Krishna. The Guests of Honour gave away the certificates to the students 
who strived successfully for 100% attendance during the academic year 
2016-17.

It was a day of joy, a day to love and respect our country and make it 
a better place for Indians to live and experience the freedom, peace and 
unity in diversity.

K. Adya, Class X

HEALTH WEEk
healthy habits for healthy living 

-  Buddha 

Health Week was observed from 7th to 
11th August, 2017 to make the students 

aware of their health and learn ways of being 
fit and healthy. As part of it Dental check-up 
was organized for all the students by a team 
of doctors headed by Dr. Sudheer Chowdhary 
from Ameerpet Dental Specialities. 

In the special assembly, students gave 
tips on how to be healthy. Dr. Shashikanth, 
Orthopaedic Surgeon from Care Hospital 
focused on the common health problems 
faced by the people. He also added that 
one must have a protein rich diet for healthy 
bones and muscles. 

As a part of Health week, an adolescence 
workshop was conducted by science 
teachers for students of classes V to XII 
to bring awareness about the adolescent 
changes, hygiene and safety.

-P. Alekhya and K. Amulya , Class iX 
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Students who achieved 100 % attendance with the Managing Committee Members, 
Sri. T. Harischandra Prasad, Sri. a. Lokender Reddy and Sri.J. Murali Krishna

HAMESHA SCHOOL CHALE HUM!
everyday counts - success starts with attendance 

Attendance is the key for a student to be successful in his/her career

Punctuality is the one of the most important step towards success.  School is a place of fun and frolic along with learning.
There are students who never miss this opportunity even for a day. Here arethe students who show us the true spirit of 

attending school on all the working days by achieving 100 % attendance in the academic year 2016-17. We congratulate them 
and hope they continue to attend school with the same zeal and also motivate others to do the same.

S.No NAME OF THE STUDENT Class & Sec
1 YASHITA  MADIRE LKG D
2 SWASTIKA S LKG G
3 SOMAROUTHU ESHWAR RAJU LKG G
4 RAABTA VARMA LKG H
5 MEKA YASAVI IB
6 M KARTHIK REDDY IC
7 SHANDELYA KODANDA RAMA ID
8 PEMMASANI HRUTHI SRI IF
9 AKIL SIDDHANTI IIB
10 YESWANT REDDY II D
11 HIMANSHU II F
12 SHASHANK PAL II F
13 MANISH MEKA II G
14 NIKSHAP KOTLA III C
15 SHASRA MANDADI III C
16 AKILA KAVURI III D
17 GANESH CHITIKI REDDY III F
18 JANJAM SAISRIKAR III G
19 SHREYAS ANUMAKONDA III G
20 P NIRMA IV A
21 MOHAK DUGAR IV B
22 B PRAGNYA SAI REDDY IV C
23 G TANUSH IV C
24 AAYUSH SHAH IV  D
25 M V SUHAAS IV  D
26 H VINOD IV  E

27 M SUMITH REDDY IV  E
28 PRATYUSH SINHA IV G
29 VINITHA DESHMUKH IV G
30 SRI NIVASA DATTA RAM PRASAD V A
31 K PRAJESH KUMAR V B
32 POOJA HAMMAD V B
33 BONALA MADHAV V C
34 TANEESHA V C
35 ANANYA KAVURI V  D
36 KONKEESHA HARSHITH REDDY V  D
37 MOGAPARTHI SAI DINESH V E
38 BONALA MANSI V E
39 K.ADVAIT V F
40 MANVITH REDDY KALAVAKURI V F
41 VAISHNAVI KOPPAKULA V G
42 MEGHANA ROY BOLLIPA VI A
43 PAVAN  KUMAR SAKAMURI VI B
44 MOKSHITA REDDY GUNDLAGUTTA VI B
45 ANIRUDH GUDAPATI VI C
46 V. ABHIRAM REDDY VI C
47 AKSHIT RAJENDER SRIPATHI VI D
48 ANISH KRISHNA ANEGONDI VI F
49 DEVASHREE PAL VII A
50 SRI KEERTHIKA GOGINENI VII A
51 RINKU HAMAD VII B
52 M LIKITHA SREE VII C
53 GAYATRI T VII E

54 PRANATI G S VII E
55 ESHWARA ABHIRATH REDDY VII F
56 SHRIYA ANUMAKONDA VIII A
57 DAKSH MOHAN VIII A
58 G.PAVAN KEERTAN REDDY VIII A
59 DINESH THANNEERU VIII A
60 MATTAPALLI MAHATHI VIII B
61 PARTHIV REDDY MUPPIDI VIII B
62 AASHRITH KANCHARLA VIII B
63 ABHINAV REDDY K VIII C
64 UDAY KIRAN BANOD VIII C
65 LUCKY MAHANTA VIII D
66 SAI DIKSHIT GUNDA BOINA VIII D
67 MANSI JAGGARAJU VIII E
68 VENKATA POOJITHA SRUNGARAPU VIII E
69 NIRAAJ CHOUDARY POTLURI VIII E
70 L. SAI VARUN VIII F
71 KODANDA RAMA RAJU K IX A
72 K. VASUDHA IX A
73 CHAMALA SAATWIK REDDY IXB
74 SREEKAR VIJAY GOGINENI IXB
75 VARSHINI PENDURTHI IXB
76 P. OOHASHREE IX D
77 SAI KARTHEEK M IX D
78 HARSHITHA ALLURI X A
79 Y. S. P. KARTHIK X A
80 NAIDU MOUNISH XD

STUDENTS WHO ACHIEVED 100% ATTENDANCE-2016-17
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CELEBRATING SPECIAL 
DAYS

To instill cultural ethical and secular values in the children, 
special assemblies are conducted where they participate 

actively. 

GANESH CHATURTHI 
CELEBRATION

Ganesh Chaturthi is a Hindu festival celebrated to mark the 
birth of Lord Ganesha, the son of Lord Shiva and Parvati. It is a 
belief that Lord Ganesha bestows his presence on earth for all 
his devotees during this festival. 

The students and staff celebrated Ganesh Chaturthi with 
great pomp and gaiety. A special assembly was conducted by 
the students on 24th August, 2017. The students performed 
Ganesh pooja, followed by a melodious devotional song.

The programme began with a prayer song followed by a 
speech on eco-friendly Ganesha.. A skit based on the life of 
Ganesha was enacted very beautifully by the students.  The 
progrA skit based on the life of Ganesha was enacted very 
beautifully by the students.Captivating dance performances 

to the tracks ‘Jai Deva Ganesha’ and ‘Om Gam Ganapataye 
Namaha’ left the audience spellbound.

‘Ganapathi Bappa Moriya – ‘Agle Barastu Jaldi Aa’ echoed 
all around and brought in the festive mood. 

Alekhya, class iX 

gopikas dancing with Lord Krishna..

gopikas dancing with Lord Krishna dahi Handi

JANMASHTAMI 
CELEBRATIONS

Janmashtami was celebrated in 
the school with great zeal and 

enthusiasm. A special assembly was 
held in which students spoke on the 
significance of Lord Krishna’s life and his 
teachings. ’Muripala Vannela Radha’ a 
traditional dance was presented by the 
students with rhythmic movements. 

It also created awareness about 
Indian tradition, custom and culture. It 
conveyed the strong message “Victory 
of good over evil.

Stories of Krishna’s mischief are well 
known and this was aptly depicted by the 
Krishna’s of JHPS when they competed 
to break the ‘Dahi Handi’ tied high up.

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi and 
the Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi 
wished the students on the occasion.
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RAkSHA BANDHAN – A TRUE BOND OF 
HAPPINESS

Rakshabandhan is one of the most endearing ways to celebrate the bond between brothers and sisters. It 
teaches the values of relationship. Rakshabandhan was celebrated in the school premises on 7th August, 2017. 

The students celebrated the festival with great enthusiasm.In the special assembly, students spoke about 
the significance of Raksha Bandhan. A skit was also presented by Class IX students which included the famous 
story of King Humayun and Rani Karmavati related to the origin of the festival.

The Principal Ms. M. Varalakshmi wished the students and the staff on this occasion. She requested the 
students to maintain good relationship with everyone and follow tradition and culture.

As a part of the ‘Social Awareness’ programme the students of classes IX & XII tied rakhis to Mr. P. J. Sri 
Narayana, H.M.W.S.S.B, Jubilee Hills, Mr. D. V. P. S. Guru Swamy, S.I, Jubilee Hills Police Station, Mr. N. Viday 
Sagar, Inspector of Police, Banjara Hills, Mr. S. Devender Reddy, Chief City Planner, G.H.M.C, Mr. U. Venkat Rao, 
Chief Manager, Andhra Bank, 

Mr. D. Mohan Rao, Senior Fire Officer, Fire Station, Film Nagar, Mr. T. Narasinga Rao, Assistant Engineer, Film 
Nagar, Mr. S. Vijaya Kumar, S.I, Jubilee Hills Police Station, Mr. Srinivas Sagi, Manager, Axis Bank, Mr. G. Amruth 
Kumar, City Planner, G.H.M.C and Mr. P. Jagan Mohan, Assistant City Planner, G.H.M.C.

We wish this feeling of togetherness brings in harmony all around.

- P. Alekhya, class iX

Mr. n. Vidya Sagar,Inspector of Police,Banjara Hills

Mr. P. J. Sri narayana, H.M.W.S.S.B, Jubilee Hills

Mr. d. V. P. S. guru Swamy, S.I, Jubilee Hills Police Station

Mr. S. devender Reddy,  Chief City Planner, g.H.M.C
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BATHUkAMMA & DUSSEHRA 
CELEBRATIONS

India is known as a land of festivals and celebrations and ‘Dussehra’ is one of them. Keeping the festive spirit 
alive, Dussehra was celebrated in the school premises with great vigour and enthusiasm.

A special assembly was conducted in which students spoke on the significance of the festival. The 
mesmerizing performances enthralled the students. To potray the beauty of nature, Bathukamma was celebrated 
with zeal and enthusiasm. Teachers and Ayahs also danced to the tunes of ‘ Bathukamma Bathukamma Vuyalo’.

The Prinicpal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi and Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi wished the students on this 
occassion.

- Arya Bharath, class iX

Bathukamma dance by  students

graceful dance by teachers Lively participation by Sub staff

group song

Skit - Evaru goppa

group Song

TELUGU BHASHA 
DINOSTAVAM

Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam was celebrated in 
the school with lots of vigour and enthusiasm. 

The programme started with the students reciting 
the GaneshaStotram.

A special assembly was conducted in which 
students expressed the significance of Telugu 
Day and recited poems of famous poets. The 
programme included songs, dances and a skit – 
‘EvaruGoppa’. The celebration ended with a dance 
performance by the students of classes VI and VII. 

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi wished the 
students on this occasion.
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To achieve overall success in life, one 
must possess a strong personality. 

While some people are born with it, 
others can shape their personality if 
they work on themselves. This is the 
need of the hour as it is essential for the 
holistic development of children in this 
competitive world.

Keeping this in mind, a personality 
development session was organized 
for the students of classes VIII to XII on 
19th August, 2017 by the well-known 
Pravachana Chakravarthi Brahmasri 
Chaganti Koteswara Rao. He is an Indian 
scholar known for his discourses in 
Sanathana Dharma.

The Secretary, Jubilee Hills Education 
Society and Chairman, Jubilee Hills 
Public School, Sri. A. Murali Mukund, 
Distinguished Committee Members, 
Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi, Academic 
Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi, Teachers 
and students graced the occasion. The 
Principal Ms. M. Varalakshmi welcomed 
the guests. Sheintroduced the guest 
of honour and spoke about the 
importance of discipline and values in 

a students’ life.

Speaking on the occasion, Sri. 

Chaganti Koteswara Rao Garu said that 
for the overall development of one’s 
personality, along with education one 
needs to cultivate good habits right 
from childhood, develop humility, 
tolerance, obedience, ability to learn 
from difficult situations which arise 
in life. He quoted examples of Sri Adi 
Shankaracharya, Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, 
and Mr. Nelson Mandela. He also told 
about goals and how to overcome 
anxieties related to them. He added that 
one must be determined and prepared 
to make sacrifices in order to achieve 
goals. He expressed his views regarding 
how humans are blessed with the ability 
to speak, express their happiness and 
absorb knowledge.

It was a pleasant experience to 
have Ms. Gayathri Sankaran, Padma 
Sri Awardee and a profound Carnatic 
singer. Despite losing her vision, she 
did not lose sight to realise her dream. 
She is a true inspiration and it was a 
breathtaking moment to hear her sing 
the “Maitri Bhajataam”.

Sri. A. Murali Mukund said that 
everyone present would treasure the 
pearls of wisdom. 

Sri. Chaganti Koteswara Rao Garu 
was felicitated by the Chairman and the 
Managing Committee Members.

It was a well thought out programme 
for motivating the students to discover 
their inner abilities.

At the end, students expressed their 
views about the value addition they had 
from his mesmerizing speech.The event 
was a once in a lifetime experience 
and the audience surely saw a deeper 
meaning of values in their life.

DISCOURSE BY BRAHMASRI 
CHAGANTI kOTESWARA RAO ON 
PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT 

Brahmasri Chaganti Koteswara 
Rao addressing the students

dignitaries

The Chairman’s address

Felicitation by Managing Committee Members
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WORDS OF PRAISE GIVEN BY THE STUDENTS 

 After listening to the discourse given by Sri. Chaganti Koteswara Rao, I felt that when a  
great person like Mahatma Gandhi can change his hand writng even I should change my 
attitude as it is necessary.

 P. Tejaswini, class Viii

 It was a motivational speech by Sri. Changanti Koteswara Rao for the overall development 
of one’s personality, along with education one needs to cultivate good habits right from 
childhood. 

  P. Bharadwaj, class X 

 It was an awesome speech given by him. 

 G. saiVinay, class X

 His speech is excellent and great.

P. Pravallika, class Viii

  It was a very informative session. As quoted by Sri .Changanti Koteswara Rao about 
Madam Curie the great inventor, I have really taken it as a challenge and would like to do 
something in my life.

A. sai sruthi, class Viii

 I have heard many people saying about Sri. Changanti Koteswara Rao’s speech. When I 
heard on T.V. there was less impact but today, the speech given by him brought a lot of 
enthusiasm in me.

V. sai srikhar Reddy, class iX

 I really got inspired a lot from his inspirational talk about human beings to follow the 
right path and discipline. I have decided to follow his foot steps. 

G. l. lalit, class X
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GURU BRAHMA DAY
“A teacher is a compass that activates the magnets of curiosity 
knowledge and wisdom in the pupils”                                                                

- ever Garrison

Teachers play a major role in making thestudents responsible 
citizens of tomorrow.  They are the cornerstone of our future. 

We can never thank teachers enough for their immense contribution 
in a student’s life. Teacher's Day is celebrated to acknowledge 
and recognise the hard work put in by our teachers towards our 
development.  

Teachers day was celebrated as Guru Brahma Day in the 
school with grandeur. Students spoke about Dr. Sarvepalli Radha 
krishnan. The cultural programmes performed by students on stage 
exclusively for teachers were a memorable one. Students exhibited 
their talents as a treat to the teachers. Dances, music, and skits made 
it an extraordinary day. The students took great pains and ensured 
that their teachers enjoyed every minute of the day. 

The Chairman, Sri. A. Murali Mukund, Principal, Ms. M. 
Varalakshmi and Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi  wished all the 
staff memebers.

The management recognized the efforts of the teachers and 
presented a memento. On this occasion many competitions were 
organized for teachers and winners were awarded.

C. Alekhya, Class iX

Winners of Volleyball

group dances

group dances

Students reciting ‘Hasya Kavitayein’

aap Ki adalat’

HINDI DIWAS-
MERI  BHASHA 
HINDI BHASHA

Hindi Diwas was celebrated 
in a grand manner to show 

appreciation towards the Offical 
Language – ‘Hindi’. It is celebrated 
across the country on 14th September 
to pay tribute to the official language 
of India as Hindi was adopted as 
the official language of Constituent 
assembly on 14th September, 1849.

On this occasion, students recited 
‘Hasya Kavitayein’ and ‘Aap Ki Adalat’ 
and spoke on the importance of the 
language. The aim of this jubilation 
was to pay tribute to the language, 
which despite the diversity of varied 
cultures, keeps Indians united. 

K. Madhulika, Class iX
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SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY -               
MR VACCINE 
CAMPAIGN
A big step towards reducing childhood mortality

Social responsibility dictates that every human being 
has an obligation to act empathetically and in a 

humane manner for the benefit of society at large. 

World Health Organization launched one of the 
world’s largest vaccination campaign against measles, 
a major childhood killer disease, and congenital rubella 
syndrome (CRS), responsible for irreversible birth defects.

Measles is a deadly disease and Rubella is generally a 
mild infection, but has serious consequences if infection 
occurs. To eradicate these diseases among the children, 
Jubilee Hills Public School has taken the initiative of 
the mega vaccination programme with the Govt. of 
Telangana on 19th September, 2017 to improve the 
immunity levels of the students.  Around 1900 students 
were administered successfully with the MR Vaccine. 
School has taken all the precautions to conduct the 
campaign in a smooth and safe manner.

driving force behind the campaign

Parents at the camp

TETÊ – A – TETÊ 
WITH MS. PRASANNA 
LAkSHMI

She is one of the senior most teacher of our school. She 
has seen the school expanding. She is a silent contributor 

and a hard core philanthropist. She is simple, affectionate 
and enjoys teaching. She is none other than our dearest 
teacher, Ms. M. Prasanna Lakshmi who was interviewed by our 
journalists K.Madulika and Aryamani Boruah

 What attracted you to this teaching profession?

 Teaching has been my passion right from my childhood. It 
is more than a profession for me as it is an art to prepare 
a child for her/his better future.

 What was your impression when you first stepped in to JHPS?

 It was a challenge to me. I also felt that it was a very good 
opportunity for me to become truly professional. The 
school provided every opportunity to strengthen myself 
to teach 21st Century students. 

 What are your memories associated with the school?

 Every day is a learning day at JHPS. I remember every bit 
of my journey. Every moment is very special to me.

 How would you like to see JHPS in the future?

 I visualize JHPS 
at the pinnacle 
of its success in 
imparting the 
education at an 
international level. 
JHPS, is already 
a role model for 
many schools and 
it will continue to 
be.

 What would be your message to the JHpians?

 Success is something which cannot be achieved in a 
single day. I expect the students to cherish every moment, 
learn from their daily lessons and transform themselves 
as successful persons. I aspire for my  students to 
exhibit individual values and national values in all  their 
endeavours.

 Looking back, how do you feel? How did the school 
progress?

 I consider it as a lovely journey which has also enhanced 
my skills in the process. The school has bloomed into a 
modern education centre with the strong support of our 
management. Our school is always dynamic. We always 
compete with our selves. That always drives us for society 
leadership.
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE

Aworkshop for the Science Department was held on 
‘Effective Teaching in Science’ on 6th June, 2017. The 

resource person for the session was Dr. D Srinagesh, Chief 
Scientist, Head, Seismology Observatory, NGRI. 

He stated that teaching science as a subject kindles 
curiosity and inquisitiveness. He shared his views on 
natural disasters like earthquake and how safe the modern 
earthquake-resistant buildings are. 

He discussed in length about "The History of Physics 
and the Planet".  He opined that Physics can be felt in every 
walk of life.  He said that it is the three laws of Physics - 
Law of conservation of Matter, Energy and Momentum 
that justifies Planet Earth is a lively and a dynamic one. 
He advised that other subjects like Biology, Chemistry, 
Mathematics and  History can be integrated with Physics. 
He expressed the need to improve the observation skills 
of the present generation and also help them to arrive at 
appropriate interpretation based on correct observation. 
He said that teachers are the noblest ones to instill values 
amongst students which in turn will lead to their holistic 
development.

Overall the session was motivational and inspiring.

Honing the Skills of Teachers
“A teacher can never truly teach unless he is still learning himself. A lamp can never light another lamp unless 
it	continues	to	burn	its	own	flame.”

- Rabindranath Tagore.

Education is a life-long process. The teacher should continue to learn throughout his/her life because a true teacher 
is a student all through his life. JHPS is a paradise of knowledge where positive energy flows for learning always. 
Workshops are conducted for teachers and students throughout the year to enhance and understand the different 
teaching strategies.

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL 
SCIENCE

An In-service training for the Social Science 
Department was conducted on 6th June, 

2017 on the topic, ‘Medieval Period’. The resource 
person was Prof. Sanjay Subodh M.A, Ph.D, Central 
University, Hyderabad who emphasized on the major 
developments in the world during medieval period. 

He also highlighted the major sources of history 
and authenticity of each source of history and 
transformation of culture and objectivity behind each 
development. He discussed the developments of past 
and  the relevance of history on every aspect of our life. 
It was also identified that the study of history should 
be a passion and should not be seen as a source of 
employment to understand the history.

The workshop concluded with a unanimous 
decision stating that stress free and quality education 
will be imparted to the students.

Teachers’Workshops
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DEPARTMENT OF 
MATHEMATICS

A Workshop for the Mathematics department was held on 
8th June, 2017 by the Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi. The 

workshop was initiated by Ms. P. Sridevi. Few activities  were 
shared by her from the workshop which she has attended on 
creative pedagogy.

The Principal started the session by giving examples 
about her own daily routine and gave a message that work 
should not be postponed, it should be planned properly and 
executed at the right time.

She emphasized on class room management and said 
that every teacher has her/his  own trade secrets in managing 
the class. She believes that teaching is always interactive and 
teacher should teach according to the student’s requirement. 
She emphasized that teacher should always encourage the 
students and have a regular personal talk with the children.

The most interesting activity that she demonstrated was an 
activity with a water bottle which helps to remove negativity.

She ended the session by showing a ppt “Heart of a 
teacher” which inspired the teachers  a lot.

Over all the session was good, interactive and informative.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

An In-Service training for Department of English was conducted 
on 19th June, 2017. The resource person Ms. Geetha Rajeevan 

conducted a comprehensive lecture on ‘Reading and Communication 
Skills’. Ms.Geetha gave insights on the different parameters of excellent 
reading and communication skills.

 As children come with lot of awareness and information and it 
is imperative for the teacher to channelize the same. She explained 
about the stepwise process of making students read according to the 
level. She stressed on the importance of inculcating silent reading 
and developing literary skills which involves three parts i.e Phonemic, 
Semantics and syntactic. The idea is to support the students and not 
spoon feed them.

To improve the student response levels, she elaborated the benefits 
of independent reading and comprehending. These should follow 
the process of skimming, scanning, intensive and extensive reading. 
Ms Geetha suggested on having a small library in every class with 
students contributing some books to inculcate the habit of reading 
among the students.

She concluded the session by summing up on better communication 
skills which will lead to better student performance. The session was 
very fruitful and enhanced the teachers outlook towards the subject.

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

An In-service Training programme for the Hindi 
Department was conducted on 7th June, 2017 

by Dr. Rishabh Dev Sharma (Retd) Professor, Higher 
Secondary Research Department who  emphasized 
on the use of grammar.

The important points which were highlighted 
during the workshop are stress on listening, reading 
and writing skills. He suggested the teachers to 
teach the dimensions of the language and correct 
pronunciation of the words. He elaborated on how 
language is getting distorted because of regional 
language influence.

The session concluded with a positive note of 
carrying Hindi language forward along with all 
other aspects.
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DEPARTMENT OF TELUGU 

An in-service training was conducted for Telugu Department 
by Dr. Triveni. The session was on ‘Effective ways of 

teaching Telugu’. 

She stated that teaching Telugu does not mean teaching to 
read and write but also to develop communication and creative 
skills amongst the children. She stated that students should 
be involved in different activities to make teaching learning 
interesting. She also clarified the concerns of the teachers at 
the end of the session.

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

A workshop for the Computer Science Department was held on 12th June, 2017 by  
Mr. Sathya Pawan, Regional Head,  KIPS. The session’s focus was on “ To motivate 

and update the teachers with the KIPS curriculum’. 

He stressed that the main aim of teaching computers to the young minds is to 
develop their  logical thinking skills at a young age. He also said that teachers should 
initiate the students to set a goal and motivate them to achieve it. He emphasized that 
teachers should ensure that students learn the concepts in practical way rather than 
memorizing. He also stressed that the entire curriculum should be focused more on 
practical skills. He demonstrated the features in the KIPS software’s like CYL and ICL to 
the new teachers in the department. The tips and suggestions given by the resource 
person benefitted the teachers.

DEPARTMENT OF ART 

An in-service training for the Art Department was conducted on 
8th June, 2017 by Mr. Prashanth Chary on ‘Cubism Painting’.  The 

session was about the Expressionism theory and how it became popular. 
He showed the Landscape colour scheme and thick layers of painting.

He showed   how  to  prepare  colour combinations,  composition  
without using line drawing. Finally the session concluded with creating 
texture, dry brush techniques and blur effects in the painting. The tips 
and suggestions given by the resource person benefitted the teachers.

DEPARTMENT OF DANCE 

A workshop for the Dance Department was held 
on 7th June, 2017. The resource person for the 

session was Mr. Jagbhushan singh an international 
folk artist (Diploma in Folk and kuchipudi dances). 

The session started with the introduction of ‘Jaana 
Padam Nruthyam’. He gave a clear explanation on 
different folk forms of India such as Mathuri dance, 
Lambadi dance, Harvest dance and so on. He also 
discussed about the Chinduyakshaganam which is 
the oldest folk dance form of Telangana. 

He gave an elaborate explanation and demonstration 
on the techniques of various styles of folk dances. The 
workshop was interactive and intriguing.
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DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY

A workshop for the Library Department was held 
on 8th June, 2017 on the topic, ‘Library Collection 

Development and Management’.The resource person was 
Dr. Rama Reddy, Librarian (Retd)  University of Hyderabad.

The  points discussed in the session were: Reading habit 
should be inculcated, collection of books to be appropriate 
to the age group, content of the books should be checked 
during selection of books, children should be made to read 
all categories of books including Indian culture and also 
about great achievers to get motivated in their life.

He suggested using the Open Source Library 
Application Software KOHA for database and transactions 
for better management of library collection and services. 
The session was informative and enriching for the teachers.

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

An In-service training for the Music Department 
was conducted by Mr. T. V. Krishna Rao on ‘How 

to teach contemporary music, folk and devotional 
songs to the children’. In the session, he discussed on 
how to make a student a good singer, a good lyricist, 
composer, musician and a good listener to analyze any 
form of music. He stressed on how to improve mental 
ability, grasping power, analyzing nature, good attitude, discipline and to develop total human personality. He explained 
a few ragas, swaras and the difference between Carnatic and Hindustani music. The workshop ended on a musical note.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

A workshop on ‘Physical Fitness in younger generation’ was conducted on 9th June, 2017. The resource person was 
Capt. S. Varaprasad Babu, B.Sc, M.P.Ed, N.I.S ( Athletics ). He spoke about the role of a Physical Education Teacher 

to develop physical fitness level in younger generation. He also told that Physical Education Teachers must ensure that 
each and every child should be fit, healthy and concentrate on physical fitness levels; strength, flexibility and speed.

He compared the past 20 years data with the present data and said that only 5% of kids were overweight then 
which has now increased to 25% as the  children engage themselves only with TV and electronic gadgets. To avoid 
this, children should be made do regular physical fitness activities. The workshop ended on a positive note.
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WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS

The training session for Mathematics teachers was 
conducted by Mr Syed Sattar on 25th June, 2017. 

The Resource person stated that the teachers need to 
focus on the analytical skills of the children and not to load 
them with information to reach the solution for any problem. 
Activities like Dice Game, Fraction Activity, Puppet Activity 
and Using Dienes Cube and Jodo Cubes were demonstrated 
which creates interest in the child to learn the concept and 
apply in problem solving and daily life situations. 

He suggested the teachers to teach the concept from 
concrete to abstract. The session was very informative. The 
activities which were done in the workshop are useful. They 
can be implemented in the class to teach concepts in an 
easier way using simple aids

These sessions enlightened the teachers as it gave an 
insight of various teaching methodologies for effective 
learning.

The training was enlightening and thought provoking for 
the teachers.

Aworkshop on ‘Hands on Science’ was conducted by Mr. Jyothi 
Parruck for Science department and Pre-primary teachers. 

Mr. Parruck stated that every child should enjoy the sense of 
achievement with hands on experience. He demonstrated many 
activities where the child will enjoy doing activities and gain  
hands on experience.

He started the session with an activity of making a parachute 
in a stipulated time. Teachers enjoyed flying the parachutes made 
by them. He also conducted a competition and evaluated them 
based on the time it flew and its movement. He recommended 
that every child should be encouraged to innovate. The session 
also focused on activities like Birds on cage, Hinge Joint, Enzyme 
Test, Funnel Stethoscope, Magic Bottle and Red Cabbage Indicator 
which help the students understand the concepts better.

Workshops addressing a broad spectrum of topics 
relevant to modern pedagogy for Mathematics, Science 

and Social Science were conducted in the school for teachers.

The Social Science Department had a workshop on 27th 
April, 2017 by Ms. Jayasree Mukherjee on ‘Teaching Social 
Science’. 

Ms. Jayasree focused on activity based teaching-learning 
methods in Social Science. She also discussed merits of the 
activities in the learning process. Few activities like: Socratic 
Questioning, Creative Presentation, Television Interview 
and Personality of the Year were demonstrated to make the 
teaching learning interesting. 

The teachers participated enthusiastically in various 
activities. Teachers were advised to stimulate curiosity of 
learning and inculcate values among the students.
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WORKSHOP ON CHILD 
PSyCHOLOGy 

A workshop on ‘Child Psychology’ was conducted by Ms. 
Aarti C. Rajaratnam, Clinical Psychologist on 22nd April, 

2017.  She is an Intuitive Psychologist, Innovative Curriculum 
and Education Design Consultant and has been instrumental 
in designing innovative classrooms and curriculum models in 
India and abroad. 

Ms. Aarti said that her mission is to redefine education 
system all over the world to make Holistic Learning accessible 
to all children irrespective of cultural boundaries, economic 
barriers and limiting mindsets. She then discussed about the:

• Childhood and Adolescents Mental health.

• Children with educational, emotional, behavioral and 
psychological problems.

• Thinking Skills, Listening Skills, auditory, recall, 
concentration and co-ordination.

• Stages of learning that involves Chemical change, Electrical 
change and Structural Change.

This workshop helps the teachers to identify children 
with psychological problems and to enhance their skills 
accordingly.

The workshop concluded with an interactive session by 
addressing the queries of the teachers.

HEALTH FITNESS REVOLUTION

Zumba is both a dance and a fitness exercise. Zumba provides a workout for 
the whole body and it keeps a healthy routine. Zumba is the perfect workout 

to help one to get rid of all the stress one accumulates every day. It will also help 
melt away worries as one involves in the music and helps to boost confidence

Mr. Naveen and Ms. Jyoti Puli conducted a couple of sessions for teachers to 
be fit and healthy.

The teachers enjoyed the sessions and thought it was a great way to stay fit. Mr. naveen and Ms. . Jyoti Puli, Zumba Instructors

WORKSHOP ON ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE TEACHING

A workshop on’ English Language Teaching’ was organized 
on 26th April, 2017. The resource person was Ms. Jayasree  

Mukherjee. 

Ms. Jayasree said that the knowledge of English language 
is imperative in everyone’s life. It is essential to know how 
to communicate in English as it is a global language and 
happens to be the most accepted medium of communication 
across the world. She stated that teachers often come across 
challenges in teaching English. This is due to the fact that 
cultural difference dominate the students’ comprehensive 
capability and the influence of mother tongue often hinders 
the correct pronunciation of the words.

Some activities were suggested to the primary teachers to 
improve coordination in the class. She then explained ‘Happy 
Graph’ which can be used by the students to share their 

experience and feelings of some span of time in the class. In 
order that students do away with their inhibitions, activities 
like Dumb Charades, Name-Place-Animal-Thing, Guess the 
Celebrity, Gibberish etc can be introduced in the class.

The session ended with the framing of questions based on 
the principles of Bloom’s Taxonomy.

The session was informative and innovative.

active participation by the teachers
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Ms. Sonia nagpal and Ms. P. Sridevi with dr. godi Keller

INTERACTIVE   SESSION

An interactive session on teaching grammar through communicative 
approach for English teachers was conducted on 19th April, 2017 by Ms. 

Madini, Teacher Educator in DIET, Nagaland. She worked as a Pre Service 
Teacher Educator. She spoke about the outdated grammar translation method 
and the latest strategies of teaching grammar. She added that the students 
need to have the basic language skills and must be able to read and speak 
fluently. She said that a teacher should be a continuous learner. She gave tips 
to improve the speaking skills of the students. She concluded by saying that 
teaching grammar is not enough but it should be related to actual context. 
The session saw active participation from teachers.

WORKSHOP ON - 
IDENTIFyING LEARNING 
DISABILITIES

A workshop on Identifying Learning Disabilities in Pre-
primary and Primary children was organized on 6th 

June, 2017. The resource persons were Ms. Rani and Mr. 
Kiran (Special Educators). They stated that learning disability 
can cause a person to have trouble in learning and using 
certain skills. The following points were discussed:

 The skills most often affected are: reading, writing, 
listening, speaking, reasoning and doing math. 

 Difference in Potential and Performance of children 
depends on behavioural problems in the class

 Types of Learning Difficulties and Signs and symptoms 
of Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, Dyscalculia, Dyspraxia, ADHA  
and Autism.

 Tips to help children get over these learning difficulties.

 Categorizing the IQ ranges in children as Above Average, 
Average, Slow learner and Mental Retardation.

 How to observe and look for children with these learning 
difficulties.

 Do’s and Don’ts that need to be followed while motivating 
children identified with learning difficulties.

Overall, the workshop helped the teachers to identify the 
children and give the extra help they need.

WORKSHOP ON CREATIVE 
PEDAGOGy AND EDUCATION 
SySTEM

A workshop on ‘Creative Pedagogoy and Education 
System’ was conducted by Potter’s 

Wheel on 7th June, 2017. The Resources persons 
were Dr. Godi Keller & Mr. Heramb Kulkarni. The Primary 
Headmistress, Ms. Sonia Nagpal and Ms.P.Sridevi, 
Mathematics Department attended the workshop. The 
program started with the introduction of the resource 
persons and team members of the Potter’s group. Mr. 
Heramb specified that the main objective of the program 
was to provide an environment in schools where creativity 
of the students will be fostered.

Dr. Godi Keller expressed his concern that children should 
not be restricted under social norms and should be allowed 
to lead a normal life without any stress. Dr.Godi displayed 
a beautiful drawing of a five year old child as how he 
differentiated between hell and heaven to his imagination.

Mr. Heramb said that  the goal of CCE (Council for Creative 
Education) is to provide an open, student friendly, creative 
and quality school environment to the students which lead 
them to holistic personality development and successful life. 
The life crisis of a child was very well explained by citing an 
example of a plant growing from a seed.

The workshop on the whole gave them an enriching and 
a fruitful experience.
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OLABS WORKSHOP 

A workshop on O-LABS (Online Labs) funded by Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology with Amrita 
Vishwa Vidyapeetham was organized at P Obul Reddy Public School on 6th June, 2017. The resource person was 

Mr. Chandra Sekhar of Amrita CREATE. M. Aparna and  B. Sudheer from Computer Department attended the workshop. 

The main concept of O-LAB is to make the students learn the various lab experiments in subjects like Physics, 
Chemistry, Biology, Maths and English for Classes IX – XII using the internet. 

The students can learn the various concepts (Lab Experiments) at their own pace at free of cost. Students can access 
the content anywhere at any time because the contents are maintained in the cloud. 

The information present in the website is very simple with animations and simulations which will help the students 
to learn the concept easily by repeating the experiments any number of times which is not practically possible in our 
regular labs.

The entire session was informative and innovative.

O.N.E. EMPOWER, EDUCATE 
– HyDERABAD SAHODAyA 
SCHOOLS COMPLEX (HSSC) 
PRINCIPALS’ MEET

The Hyderabad Sahodaya Schools Complex (HSCC)
Principals’ meet was held on 18th August, 2017 at 

Green Park Hotel, Hyderabad. The School Principals’ 
from the city discussed the recent drug bust that rattled 
the city with the Chief Guest Dr. Akun Sabharwal. 

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi was felicitated by 
HSCC for receiving The Prestigious National Award Best 
Teacher for the year 2015.

Later, the panel discussed the changes and 
implications for drug affected children. The conclave 
also had a session on Creativity in Education, Digital 
Learning, Managing Lessons of Life, Patriotism through 
Education etc. 

It was a fulfilling session and a platform to share 
knowledge in finding solutions to drug problem.

Ms. M. Varalakshmi along with other senior Principals   
Chief guest dr. akun Sabharwal. 

LEARNING THAT LEADS TO 
CHERISHED MOMENTS

Apple Education, India conducted an event on 3rd 
September, 2017. Mr. T. Srinivas of Computer Department 

attended the workshop. The event focused on the usage of a 
selection of educational apps on iPads.The event emphasized 
on the fact that usage of technology in the form of iPads 
inspires creativity, encourages collaboration and challenges 
students to solve problems with their own unique talents.
The interactive event had several keynote speakers like Mr. 
Duncan Kemp, Mr. Abdul Chohan and Ms. Shaifali. 

Mr. Duncan Kemp explained about the use of Apple 
products in the classroom. He said that  listening becomes 
discovering, interest becomes wonder, and passive learning 
becomes active exploration. He also said that lessons come 
to life with touch, motion, and sound. 

Ms.Shaifali guided everyone to use the Popplet app an 
innovative way to organize thinking by mapping thoughts 
in a text, drawing or image features. She demonstrated the 
usage of I-nigma app which is an exceptionally quick way of 
scanning. She also explained the ChatterPix app that could 
turn pictures into talking pictures.

Mr. Abdul Chohan, explained about showbie app which 
helps to give assessments and can be used like daily diary.

The event highlighted the fact that learning can take 
place at any stage of life and that –‘Every learner is a creator’.

Mr. T. Srinivas, Computer department
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THE THEORy OF MULTIPLE 
INTELLIGENCE

An enriching session was conducted by Ms. Aparna Athreya, 
the President of Storytelling Society, Bangalore for the 

Pre-Primary teachers on “The theory of multiple intelligence”by 
Howard Gardner in the school premises on 26th  April, 2017.

The session started with an ice breaking activity followed 
by “Bingo” where teachers interacted with each other to bring 
about the finest qualities. The teaching and learning strategies 
that cater to all eight abilities of multiple intelligences to 
address the needs of the students were well explained. She also 
stated that empowering students to learn through multiple 
modalities fosters a collaborative classroom where students 
are comfortable experimenting and letting others experiment. 
It also allows students to explore and develop strong problem 
solving skills that they can use in the real life scenario.

Story telling, rhymes, drawing and guess the word were 
few strategies used to make the session more informative, 
entertaining and challenging.

The session enlightened the teachers on providing a 
conducive learning environment by incorporating multiple 
intelligences through a wide range of activities.

discussion on the theory of Multiple Intelligences

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP 
WORKSHOP

To celebrate 125 years of publishing in India and its 
commitment to the field of education, Macmillan 

Publishing conducted a workshop on ‘Transformational 
School Leadership’ on 23rd August, 2017 at Hotel Mercure, 
Hyderabad. The resource person for the day was Ms. Aarti 

C. Rajaratnam, Master Practioner and Trainer in Neuro 
Linguistic Programming (NLP).The Academic Director, Ms. 
G. Sree Devi and Primary Head Mistress, Ms. Sonia Nagpal 
attended the workshop.

The main objective of this programme is to initiate 
transformation within schools and their communities to 
meet rising expectations.  It also focused on Resonant 
Leadership – explore emotional intelligence competencies 
through introspection and interaction.  Inspirational 
Leadership, mentoring teams to maximize potential and 
conflict resolution and giving strategic direction capacity 
to develop school plans. 

The programme concentrated on embedded emotion 
and how to cure and prevent it, with emphasis on Empathy.  
She also spoke about how most leaders feel that they 
need to be bossy and dictatorial but what is needed is 
Servant Leadership.

It was a great detox for them, as we unwound and 
interacted.

Ms. g. Sree devi and Ms. Sonia nagpal

SMART CLASS EDUCATIONAL 
WORKSHOP

Smart Class is one of the pioneering technology which has created a 
transformation in the way of teaching and learning strategies. 

The Principal, Ms. Varalakshmi and Mr. Srinivasfrom Computer Department 
attended the workshop conducted by “Smart Class Educational” in Hotel Taj 
Vivanta on 19th July, 2017. Mr. Krishna Murthy from “Smart Class Educational” 
explained  the features of the product.He said that the modules are embeded 
in a template that allows the teacher to choose a lesson in the class. He also 
stressed on the Computational Thinking and Innovation Lab, Robotics Lab and 
Language Lab. National Cognitive Aptitude Test is conducted in Mathematics 
and Science which provides detailed performance analysis of students.

Overall, the workshop was informative.
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WORKSHOP ON REMEDIAL MEASURES FOR SLOW 
LEARNERS

Education is relevant only if we take care of our learners. Teachers must therefore be sensitive not only 
about the completion of the curriculum but to the learning that has taken place in the transaction. Keeping 

this in mind, a workshop was organized for teachers on 12th September, 2017.The Resource person was Dr. A. 
Ramakrishna, D.T.T (Cambridge)

The main aim of the workshop was to understand the students with learning challenges. He explained that 
the learning difficulties may occur due to various reasons based on social and environmental factors. He said 
that teachers should encourage slow learners to participate in class activities. Such students need to be dealt 
with utmost care and tackled in a manner that will give better output. In the process, the students will explore 
themselves to realize and develop positive attitude. He gave a multi dimensional approach about the remedial 
measures like conducting study hours and ways of motivation.

The session turned out to be an eye opener and it was informative as well as refresher coursefor the teachers.

dr. a. Ramakrishna addressing the teachers

CREATING A CULTURE OF 
INNOVATION

The world of tomorrow belongs to the makers, the creators 
and the tinkerers

Jubilee Hills Public School is a proud recipient of a grant 
in aid of Rs. 20 Lakhs from the Niti Aayog, Govt. of India to 
establish the Atal Tinkering Laboratory in school to foster 
the curiosity, creativity and imagination of the students 
and inculcate skills such as design mindset, computational 
thinking, adaptive learning, physical computing etc.

A workshop was conducted for the teachers by Mr. 
Preetam, resource person form EVOBI Automations, Pvt. Ltd.  
The main objective of the workshop was to give training 
for the teachers for using latest equipment such as DIY kits, 
3D printers, robotics etc. Teachers were also shown videos 
of prototypes using latest equipment where young minds 
shape their ideas through hands on (do-it-yourself) learn 
and develop innovation skills.Problem solving activity was 

conducted based on the daily life situations and the outcomes 
were discussed.

The workshop was innovative, informative and guided 
the teachers to help the students solve real-world challenges, 
develop crucial life skills, and learn to make positive 
contributions to society.

Training Session by Resource person, Mr. Preetam
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NIE INTERNSHIP- FUN LEARNING PLATFORM

Times-NIE conducted an editorial workshop at the Times of India Office. Krishi Raj of Class IX attended the Times NIE 
Summer Training Programme. The programme aims at developing young minds, encouraging students to explore 

by thinking with a creative and analytical mind, thus, bringing about the all-round development of a child.

The workshop mainly concentrated on the art of writing a report. Ms. Ruth Dhanaraj, NIE coordinator explained the 
entire process of making a newspaper from scratch. To give a broad view, the interns learnt about the reporter’s job, the 
desk (copy-editing), illustrations, advertisements and page designing. There was also a discussion on how the  modern-
day process differed from that in the olden days. On the final day, students were taken to the Times of India printing 
press in Nacharam and got to know the complete procedure of printing a newspaper. 

It was a unique experience as it was an eye-opener into the tireless effort that goes into the making of a newspaper.

Krishi Raj, Class iX 

ESSAY WRITING 
COMPETITION 
CONDUCTED BY 
INCOME TAX 
DEPARTMENT

Income Tax Department celebrated its 157th ‘Income Tax 
Day’ on 24th July, 2017. Income Tax was first introduced 

on 24th July 1860 by the British. On this occasion, the Dept. 
conducted an Essay Writing competition for classes VIII to XII 
on the topic ‘The Role of Taxation in Nation Building’ on 21st 
July, 2017. This was to commit ourselves in the task of Nation 
building through revenue mobilization and encouraging more 
and more people to become tax complaint. The competition 
was to bring awareness amongst the students at an early age 
which helped them think and reflect. Students of classes VIII 
to XII participated and wrote lucidly on the topic in different 
languages and won prizes.

A  Valedictory function was held for the same on 24th 
July, 2017 at JRC Convention centre, Jubilee Hills by the 
department.

S.No Category Name of the student Class Position 
1 seniors rishab Jain xii i (hindi)

gauritewari x ii (hindi)
samskriti mishra x i (english)

2 Juniors nikhil Patnayak ix ii (hindi)
raja Pawar ix i(hindi)
moksh Jain ix iii(hindi)
g.keerthika viii iii(telugu)

A cash prize of Rs. 3000/-for First Prize, Rs. 2000/-for 
Second Prize and Rs.1000/ for Third Prize was given. The Prizes 
were given away by Dr. Rajiv Sharma(IAS) Retd Honorable 
Chief Advisor Government of Telangana. 

G. Keerthika, class Viii

Prize Winners 

Students’Workshops
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CAREER 
COUNSELLING 
FAIR

In the fast paced world, finding a 
satisfying career requires a well-

planned strategy. However, choosing 
an appropriate career has always 
been a difficult task. Keeping, this 
in mind, the school has organized a 
Career Counselling Fair for students of 
classes X to XII on 1st August, 2017 in 
order to choose an appropriate career 
path. Some of the top universities 
from different parts of the U.S gave 
a verbal tour of their universities. 
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Rohit 
Kandari, representative, KIC Univ 
Assist explained in detail about the 

education system in the United States 
of America. The representatives from 
Emerson College, Utah State University, 
DePaul University, Foothill + DeAnza 
Community College and Iowa university 
addressed the students and briefed 
them about the various courses offered 
by their universities.

In continuation, a career Guidance 
workshop was also conducted on 3rd 

August, 2017 to enlighten the students 
on the wider possibilities available 
in higher education. Ms.Nidhi Gosal, 
representative of the Asia Pacific 
University, Japan, briefed the students 
about the opportunities in Japan. The 
students were informed about the 
positive encouragement and a safe 
environment in the campus. It also 
supports cultural diversity and conducts 
cultural week to represent the culture of 
the country.

The students approached the 
representatives and clarified their 
doubts. Overall, it was an informative 
and knowledgeable session which 
helped the students understand the 
procedure of admission in foreign 
Universities.

STEERING TOWARDS A 
BRIGHT FUTURE
"excellence is the gradual result of always striving to 
better"

-Pat Riley

The major aim of education today is to arm each and 
every student so as to make them walk their own will 

in the future ahead. Career building is a continuous process 
and everyone is worried about their career, especially in the 
initial stage. Taking all these issues into account the school 
organized career guidance and counselling workshop on 17th 
August, 2017. ELS International Education in association with 
The Hindu conducted a workshop for students on 17th August, 
2017. Ms. Mounika explained the importance and benefits of 
studying abroad. She briefed the students about the courses 
and the process of admission.

The session was very helpful, particularly to those who 
were irresolute in deciding their streams and careers.

M.harshini, class Xii

Students with Ms. nidhi Students with Mr. Rohit Kandari

Interactive session

Representatives of Universities

Ms. Mounika addressing the students
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The Muncipal Administration and 
Urban Development Authority 

organised an awareness programme at 
Shilpakala Vedika on 17th August, 2017 

to promote the use of clay Ganesha 
idols. Students of Class VIII attended the 
programme. 

The Muncipal Administration and 
Urban Development Minister Sri. K. T. 
Rama Rao said that the idea behind 
inviting school students was to promote 
usage of clay idols among youngsters 
and continue the practice in the years to 
come. He said that to check pollution in 
water bodies and promote eco-friendly 
festivities, over two lakh eco-friendly 
Ganesh idols will be distributed this 
year. He said that special stalls would 
be established by the GHMC in different 
parts of the city to distribute clay idols.  
He also added that the city has many 
lakes and water bodies and there is need 
to protect and save them for coming 
generations. Using clay idols and 
conducting eco friendly celebrations 
would help in the long run.

The speech inspired the students 
and encouraged them to spread the 
message of using eco friendly Ganesha.

Students at Shilpakala Vedika

A SESSION ON EDUCATION ABROAD

The school organized a ‘Career Counselling Fair’ for students of classes XI and XII on 28th August, 2017 to educate 
the students about the various career opportunities available for them in India and all over the world. Mr. Ragh 

Singh, Ms. Chelsea and Ms. Michelle delegates from the universities of Missouri, Minnesota and Colorado Boulder 
briefed the students about the various courses offered by their Universities.The admission process was discussed 
and students understood the funding and other things related to education in the USA. 

M.harshini, Class Xii

AWARENESS PROGRAMME ON 
GANESHA HARITA HARAM

Mr. Ragh Singh addressing the students Foreign delegates
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AN EXPERIENCE THAT INSPIRES 

Phani Paladugu,  a student who is currently doing his undergraduate degree in Bio Chemical Engineering in the USA 
shared his experiences with the students on 29th August, 2017.  He advised the students to choose the profession 

keeping in mind the capabilities and interest. He also suggested that a course of study should match personality, 
interest, skills and life goals.He described his struggles and hurdles that he faced and the ways in which he overcame 
them. He provided the students the appropriate information and encouraged the students to aim high and achieve 
their goals.

Sharing his experience with students

WORkSHOP BY INTACH 
– FILMIT

Filmit is a multi-cultural project that aims at nurturing 
cultural understanding, care and concern amongst school 

children through the exciting experience of making and 
sharing films. It enhances their ability to understand their 
physical and cultural environment as well as the contributions 
made by different cultures and communities. 

INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art & Cultural Heritage) 
conducted a one day workshop on 22nd August, 2017 at P. 
Obul Reddy Public School. Uday Anand, M. Rithvik Chowdary, 
K. Siddarth, P. Prithveesh of class VIII and Anushka Garg and 

Meher Nanda Pudi of classs VIII attended the workshop. 
The workshop included a content session and a technical 
session. Technical experts Mr. Vinod, Mr. Sridhar and Mr. Sumit 
Sisodiya, renowned award winning film makers gave tips on 
film making. In the content session a presentation about what 
heritage is and the different types of heritages and how one  
can save it was shown. There was also a discussion on the 
projects one needs to take up and what the participating 
schools would be taking up to save the country’s heritage. 
The technical session was taken by Mr. Vinod, a professional 
short film maker who explained the guidelines oneneeds 
to follow before and after the movie. Ms. Anuradha Reddy, 
Convener, Hyderabad Chapter advised the students to work 
together to save the heritage of the country.

uday Anand and M. Rithvik Chowdary, class Viii

Students with Ms. anuradha Reddy, Convener, Hyderabad Chapter
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National Cadet Corps is an organization engaged 
in grooming the youth- ‘The leaders of Tomorrow’ 
into disciplined and patriotic citizens. 

Our school cadets took part in the Annual Training 
Camp Inter Unit Competition Thal Sainik Camp-I 
from 2nd June 2017 to 12th June, 2017 at Bison Training 
Ground, Secunderabad.

During this camp cadet S. Gowri Sruthi, Cadet 
Akshita Sharma, Cadet V. Hrushika, Cadet K. Madhulika 
and Cadet T. Dinesh of Class IX were selected for Inter 
Unit Firing Competition in Thal Sainik Camp. Cadet 
S. Gowri Sruthi of Class IX won Group Commander 

Silver Medal and also won team silver in Junior Wing 
category. 

Trekking Camp

Cadet S.V. Poojitha and Cadet Akshita Sharma of 
class IX had attended Trekking Camp organized by 
Directorate General NCC New Delhi at Ooty from 2nd 
May to 12th May ,2017. 

Mountaineering Course

Cadet P. Ujjwala of Class IX attended the 
Mountaineering Course from 2nd June 2017 to 24th 
June,2017 organized by JawaharLal Nehru Institute 
of Mountaineering, Uttarakhand .

NATIONAL CADET CORPS
TROOP NO 26

Cadet P. Ujjwala in Mountaineering Course at Uttarakhand

Cadet akshita Sharma and Cadet S. V.  Poojitha at the Trekking Camp at Ooty

NCC
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SportS AchievementS in A nutShell (2017- 18)

 BASKetBAll 

 K. Gowtham Vignesh of class IX secured First place in 
State Level Youth U/17 boys Basketball Tournament held 
at KVBR Stadium, Yousufguda, Hyderabad on 1st and 2nd 
April, 2017.

 Our school Basketball team bagged Second place in 1st 
Annual YMCA, Basketball Tournament U/17 Boys held at 
YMCA, Narayanguda on 21st and 22nd July, 2017.

 Our school Basketball team bagged First place in 
Ignited Minds, Inter school competition U/15 Basketball 
Tournament held at Jubilee Hills Public School, 
Hyderabad on 24th and  25th July, 2017.

 cheSS 

 G.Srishanthi of class IV secured First place in Ignited 
Minds, Inter School Chess Tournament held at Jubilee 
Hills Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th July, 
2017.

 G. Sri Chandana of class X secured First place in 
2nd Telangana All India International Rating Chess 
Competition held at Khammam from 10th to 15th 
August, 2017.

 G. Srishanthi of class VI secured Third place in 2nd 
Telangana All India International Rating U/10 Chess 
Competition held at Khammam from 10th to 15th 
August, 2017.

 Amoghnadh of class X secured Second place in Ignited 
Minds, Inter School Chess Tournament held at Jubilee 
Hills Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th July, 
2017.

 tenniS 

 M.Vineetha of class X secured First place in Ignited Minds, 
Inter School Tennis Tournament held at Jubilee Hills 
Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th July, 2017.

 Dhriti Kapoor of class X secured Second place in Ignited 
Minds, Inter School Tennis Tournament held at Jubilee 
Hills Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th July, 2017.

 M.Varun Golusupudi of class VIII secured Second place 
in Ignited Minds, Inter School Tennis Tournament held at 
Jubilee Hills Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th 
July, 2017.

 K.Rohan of class VIII secured First place in Ignited minds, 
Inter school Tennis Tournament held at Jubilee Hills 
Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th July, 2017.

 Aashritha Duddu of class IX secured Second place in 
Ignited Minds, Inter School Tennis Tournament held at 
Jubilee Hills Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th 
July, 2017.

 M.Vineetha of Class X won the ITF Nairobi Junior Open 
Tennis Tournament conducted in  Nairobi from 10th July 
2017 to 15th July, 2017.

K. gowtham VigneshWinners - YMCa Tournament

Winners -Ignited Minds

M. Varungolusupudi aashritha duddu

dhritiKapoor and M. Vineetha

g. Srishanti

g. Srishanti g. Sri Chandana

Sports
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 BADminton 

 K. Srinivasa Rao of class X secured 
First place in Hyderabad District 
Badminton Tournament held 
at KVBR Stadium, Yousufguda, 
Hyderabad from 25th to 28th June, 
2017. 

 M. Shashank Sai of class VIII secured 
First Place in Hyderabad District 
Badminton Tournament held at KVBR 
Stadium, Yousufguda, Hyderabad 
from 25th to 28th June, 2017.

 K. Srinivasa Rao of class X secured First 
Place in M K Academy Interschool 
Badminton Tournament held at 
Delhi Public School,Nacharam from 
28th to 1st June, 2017.

 A. Chatura of class VII and A. 
Charishma of class VII secured 
Second place in GHMC Open 
(Doubles) Badminton Tournament, 

Ameerpet, Hyderabad from 17th to 
21st August, 2017. 

 M. Shashank Sai of class VIII secured 
First place in Ignited Minds, Inter 
School competition U/14 Badminton 
Tournament held at Jubilee Hills 
Public School, Hyderabad on 24th 
and 25th July, 2017.

 K. Sai Harsha of class VI secured 
Second place in Ignited Minds Inter 

School competition U/14 Badminton 
Tournament held at Jubilee Hills 
Public School, Hyderabad on 24th 
and 25th July, 2017.

 K. Srinivasa Rao of class X secured 
First place in Ignited Minds Inter 
School  Competition U/16 Badminton 
Tournament held at Jubilee Hills 
Public School, Hyderabad on 24th  
and 25th July, 2017.

 throWBAll 

 S. Srithijaa of 
class XII, Meghna 
Saha of class X and 
K. Vasudha of class 
X secured Second 
place in Telangana 
State 3rd Junior Inter 
District Throwball 

Championship held at Govt.High School, Ameerpet on 
12th and 13th Aug, 2017.

 volleYBAll 

 Our school Volleyball team 
bagged Third place in 1st 
Annual YMCA Volleyball 
Tournament U/17 Boys held 
at YMCA, Narayanguda on 
21st and 22nd July, 2017.

 SKAtinG 

 D. Yashwin 
Chowdary of class III 
secured Third place in 
All India Speed Skating 
Competition held at 
The Deccan Hawks 
Skating Association 
from 20th to 26th 
August, 2017.

 D. Yashwin Chowdary of class III secured Second 
place in Telangana Ice Skating Challenge held at Ice 
Skating Association of Telangana on 15th August, 
2017.

 tABle tenniS 

 U. Keertan of class IV secured Second place in Ignited 
minds, Inter School Table Tennis Tournament held at 
Jubilee Hills Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th 
July, 2017.

 U.Preethi of class VI secured Second place in Ignited 
minds, Inter School Table Tennis Tournament held at 
Jubilee Hills Public School, Hyderabad on 24th and 25th 
July, 2017.

K. Srinivasa Rao

M. Shashank Sai and K. Sri Harsha

K. Srinivasa Rao and M. Shashank Sai

a. Chatura and a. Charishma

U. KeertanU. Preethi

Second Runners

d. Yashwin Chowdary

S. Srithijaa, MeghnaSaha and 
K. Vasudha
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SPREADING THE WINGS AROUND THE HORIZON

Motivation, both intrinsic and extrinsic, is a key factor in the success of students at all stages of their 
education,  Effort is made in moulding and sharpening interest to enable a student to excel in their 

choice of interest. Students are given a choice to develop aesthetics, sharpen sensibilities, channelize their 
energy and ignite interest in various co-curricular activities.

RADIANT RHAPSODy

 Adarsh Varshney, Shaswat Mukherjee, Kushal Sethia, 
Siddida Pathau, R. Lakshay Jain, Dhriti Kapoor, Gawri 
Tewari, Aryamani Boruah of class X, Disha Mor, Preksha 
Bhandari  and Hitanshi Mor of class IX secured Second 
prize in Hindi Nukkad Natak conducted by Oakridge 
International School, Bachupally on 19th July, 2017.

 Poonam Pai, Bhumika.B, U.Mahima, R. Tanya, Krushi 
Priya, Yagna Shikha, G. Bhavya, U. Bhavika of class VIII, 
P. Manya of class VI and V. Aalaya of class VII secured 
First prize in Group Dance conducted by Oakridge 
International School, Bachupally on 19th July, 2017.

 Lekhya Sada of class VII secured Third prize in Music-
Vocal Solo conducted by Oakridge International 
School, Bachupally on 19th July, 2017.

 B. Ananya, V. Sansitha Reddy of class VI, Lekhya Sada, 
Keerthi Prada, M. Sri Nitya, M. Sri Navya, B. Meghana 
Roy of class VII, P. Tejaswini of class VIII secured 
Second prize in Music-Vocal Contemporary (category 
A) conducted by Oakridge International School, 
Bachupally on 19th July, 2017.

 P. Sri Gayathri Sanjana, P. Poorvi, K. Hema Sreya Lahari, 
G. Anisha, Sanskruti Mishra of class X and Uday Rajan 
of classVIII secured Second prize in Music-Vocal 
Contemporary ( category B ) conducted by Oakridge 
International School, Bachupally on 19th July, 2017.

 Uday Rajan of class VIII secured First 
Prize in Instrumental Solo Tabla  ( category  
A ) conducted by Oakridge International 
School, Bachupally on 19th July, 2017.

UMANG

 Aishani Jaipuriar of class III secured Third prize in 
Hindi Recitation conducted by Glendale Academy 
Internationalon 18th August, 2017.

KALAUTSAV

 Vyshnavi.R, Manaswi. 
K of class III, Viraja.R, 
Nivriti.P, Avanthika.K, 
Apoorva.T, E. Hanishka 
of class IV, Chandana.P, 
Vineetha.D, Pranavi.M of 

class V secured First prize in Group Dance conducted 
by Hindu Public School on 26th August, 2017.

TIRANGA 

 E. V. Karthik Harshavardhan and B. Nithin of class 
II secured First prize, a Certificate and a Book on 
Thoughts in Planting Race conducted by Hillside 
School on 19th August, 2017.

 Raghu, V. Naga Sabarish,  V. Akshith, V. Sankeerth, 
Ritesh Anand, Teja.K, Bhanusri Phani Kumar of class 
X secured Third Prize, a Certificate and a Book on 
Thoughts in Art  conducted by Hillside School on 19th 
August, 2017.

 M. Jay Reddy of class X, K. Nikhil of class IX, Abeer 
Mathur, Charan Atluri of class IX, K. Aakash. M. Sujeeth, 
K. Monica, V. Keyura, K. Sri Krishna and M. Harshini 
of Class XII secured Second prize, a Certificate and a 
Book on ‘Thoughts in Street Play’ in Hindi conducted 
by Hillside School on 19th August, 2017.

 SyAHI 

 D. Prateeksha, Palak Jain, Simran Verma , M. Drishti, 
G. Rashmitha, P. Sirisha, Ummay Rahab Oruba, G. 
Tanushna of class XI and K. Mounica, M. Harshini, M. Sri 
Sujeeth, K. Sri Krishna, K. Aakash of class XII secured 
Second prize  in Street Play in English conducted by 
Meridian School, Madhapur on 22nd July, 2017.

Winners with President, Sri. K. KrishnadevRao 
and Chairman, Sri. a. MuraliMukund

Winners - dance Competition

Uday Rajan

Winners in Music-Vocal Contemporary

Winners with academic director, Ms.g. Sree devi

ExternalAchievements
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1. The more you take, the more you leave behind. What am I ?

2. What has a head, a tail, is brown, and has no legs?

3. What comes once in a minute, twice in a moment, but 

never in a thousand years?

4. What has many keys, but can’t even open a single door?

5. Tall I am young, Short I am old, While with life I glow, 

Wind is my foe. What am I?

6. What belongs to you, but other people use it more than 

you?

7. I am not alive, but I grow; I don’t have lungs, but I need 

air; I don’t have a mouth, but water kills me. What am I?

8. I am taken from a mine and shut up in a wooden case, 

from which I am never released, and yet I am used by 

almost everybody.

9. What is more useful when it is broken?

10.  I am full of holes but I can still hold water. What am I?

ANsWeRs

1. Footsteps

2. Penny

3. The letter “m”.

4. A piano.

5. A candle.

6. Your name.

7. Fire.

8. Pencil lead.

9. An egg.

10. A sponge!

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
- By Jane Austen

                          

Jane Austen is one of the most appreciated and celebrated authors 
of all time. Her work holds a lot of importance in English literature 

and her books have graced book shelves for years. Pride and Prejudice, 
written by Jane Austen was first published in 1813. The story helps 
the readers get familiar with the lives of the Bennet sisters, the main 
protagonist being Elizabeth Bennet.

The story charts the emotional development of Elizabeth Bennet 
who later realizes her mistake of making a hasty judgement and comes 
to appreciate the beauty of understanding someone’s personality 
without prejudice. “It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single 
man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife". This 
opening of the book, filled with playfulness gives the reader an insight 
into the plot. The story revolves around the need to realize human 
feelings and not just base our life around materialistic things. The 
book is a great way to analyze mannerisms and human emotions.

This is a book that can be revisited anytime and it would still hold 
the same magic as it did the first time. Even after so many years, it 
keeps appearing in the list of the most loved books consistently. The 
book also has been adapted into many films, all of which have received 
positive response from the audience.This book is a must read for those 
who love to get absorbed into old literature. However, new readers too 
will surely find it intriguing as the magic of the book never dies.

-sreeja Ghosh, class iX

Entertainment
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BABy’S
NIGHT OUT

UpcomingEvents
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KALEIDOSCOPE 
OF EVENTS- THE 
HINDU AND THE 
TIMES OF INDIA
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JUBILEE HILLS KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL
Pre Primary (LKG & UKG)

JUBILEE HILLS PUBLIC SCHOOL
Sec. & Sr. Sec. (cLaSS i to cLaSS Xii)

JUBILEE HILLS
SKILL DEvELOPmENT CENTRE

JHPS, Rampally Dayara Village, 
Keesara Mandal, Medchal District.

Jubilee Hills Education Society was established in 1986 
and is successfully running these institutions on a six 

acre campus and rendering quality education to students.

JUBILEE HILLS EDUCATION SOCIETY
Road no. 71, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad - 500 033.

Ph.no. : 040-2354 8584, 2360 7797
E-mail : info@jhpublicschool.com   Website : www.jhpublicschool.com

JUBILEE HILLS EDUCATION SOCIETYJUBILEE HILLS EDUCATION SOCIETY
ISO Certified
9001 : 2008

JHPS, RAMPALLy DAyARA


